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David A. Weinstein, J.:

The.action before me arises out of
plaintiffs'

verified amended complaint, dated April 1.

019, which:seeks a declaratory judgment and injunctive relief finding the recently enacted and

amended Article 15-a of the New York Júdiciäry Law in violation of the New York State

Constitution. The statute provides for the creation within the State's Executive Department of

the State pommission of Prosecutorial Conduct (the
"Commission"

ör "CPC"), with the

authority to investigate and review the conduct of districtcattorneys ("DAs") and assistant district

attorneys ("ADAs"), and to determine whether such conduct '†departs from the applicable

statutes, case lawt[and] New York Rules of Professional Conduct 22.NYCRR 1200.,00,

including but not limited to Rule.3..8 (Special Responsibilities of Prosecutors and.Other

Government
LawyersJ"

(see Jud Law § 499-a).

Plaintiffs are Albáñy County District Attorney David Soares, purporthig to represent all

DAs in the State, and the District Attorneys Association of the State of New Vork

("DAASNY") Tile nained.defendants are Carf E. Heastie, in hirofficial capacity as the

Speaker of the New Vork State Assembly, along with the State of New York and the yet

unformed Commission- although only the Speaker has appeared. The parties have cross-moved

for summal·y judgment, which motions are the subject of this Decision and Order. Before

addressing those motions, I will summarize the history and content of the statute.

Article 15-a of the Judiciary Law

The statute dreating the Commission on Prosecutorial Conduct was first enacted as

Chapter 202 of the Laws of 2018.. While the legislation was pending before the Governor,

____ ..

2
Since this is not a guiativ class action, it is not apparent.how an fr2dividúal plaintiff can claim:.to represent

other individuals not parties to the action. Since SSs ·ø do not raise this issue,. and as DAASNY - the

organizat.ion.:comprising N.ew York DAs- is a plaintiiT, this is of no spagm to the matters before me.
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comments were solicited from and submitted by the Office of the New York,Attorney General

("OAG"); Those comments were set forth in a memorandum on August 13, 2018, which opined

that the bill contained"multiple constitutional defects On August 10, 2018, Governor Guome

signed the bill into law, but in an accompanying approval memorandum cited certain of these

alleged defects, which the Legislature had agreed to fix-yia chapter amendment. The Legislature

then passed amendments to the legislation, and on March 27, 2019 those amendments were

signed into law by Governor Cuomo as Chapter 23. of the Laws of 2019 ("Chapter 23")/

The Statute, as amended, added Article 15-a to the Judiciary Law, creating the CPC as an

entity "within the executive
departnient''

(Jud Law § 499-a). The Cornmission is to be composed

of eleven members appointed as followsf four by the Governor,.one each by the four legislative

leaders, and three by the Chief Judge.of the Court of Appeals (Jud Law § 499-c[1]). Ofthe

gubernatorial appointees, two are required to have expeiience in public defense, and two are to

have prosecutorial experience (Jud Law § 499-c[1][al). The same balance is required for the four

legislative app.ointees (Jud Law § 499 c[1][c]), Two.of the Chief hidge's appointees ntust be

retired judges (Jud Law § 499-c[1][b]) Eight Inembers of the Conunission coristitute a quorum,

and the votes of six members will be needed for such gctions as.authorizing investigétions

approving Ilispositions and appointing referees (Jud Law § 499Lc[6]),

The process for the Commission to open and pursue an investigation is as follows: The

Commission may receive or
"initiate"

complaints conceming "the canduct, gitalifications, fitness

to perform, or perfor1nance ofofficial duties of any
proseeptor"

(Jud Law § 499-f[1]), with

3 It is üññéccssary, for present purposes, to go Ento the ins and.outs of the various objections raised by the

OAG and others, the parneülar chañggs made in.the chapter amendment progess and the contents of the twoCapproval

messages issued by the Governor. For present..purppses, what matters is the contents of the law ultimately enacted,
While plaintiffs cite stateracr.:3 made in the OAG's memo,.1 have considered them only as.to the legal argùrªtna
presented therein.
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"prosecutor"
defined to include both DAs.and ADAs; In addition, following receipt of a.written

coniplaint the:Commission "shall conduct an investigation
'

except that it may dismiss the

complaint if "on its face [it] lacks
merit"

(id). The Commission cän require.a prosecutorunder

investigation to appear before it and give testimony under oath,. with thetight to be fepresented

by counsel (Jud Law § 49.9-f[3]). Additionally, the Commission can subpoena books and

recordsrand take testimony ofother witnesses under oath pud Law § 499-d[1]). It has the power

to confer-imm.unity on witnesses; provided it gives at least 48 hours notice and the opportunity

for consultation to the Attorney General and "the appropriate.district attorney".(Jud Law § 499-

d[2]). The Commibian may also seek ashisteuióe from other law enforcement bodiess and issue

rules and procedures that govern its operations (Jud Law j 499-d[3]s [53).

The statute provides a mechanisni for a DA's office to address GPC actions that it

believes are interfering with.its investigative work. A prosecutor's office.may, by affirmation

made with "specificity
andparticularity,"

inform the Commission that a CPC investigation

*substantially
interferes"

with a criminal investigation being carried out by the DA Qud Law §

499-d[1]). If it does so, the Commission "shall only exercise its powers in a way that will not

interfere with.[a DA s] active investigation-or presecution and.in.no event shall the commission

exercise its powers prior to the earlier off (a) the filing of an accusatory instrument with respect

to the crime.or crimes that led to such prosecuting agency's investigation and underlie the

complaint; or (b) one year from the commencement of the occurrence of the crime or crimes that

led to such prosecuting agency's investigation and underlie the
complaint" (id.).

If the Commission determines.that the findings of its investigation necessitate.a hearirig,

it "shall direct thata formal written coinpläint signed and verified by the [Conimission]

admhústrator be drawn and served upon the prosecutor
invcilved"

(Jud Law § 499-t[4]). The

4
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statute sets forth various procedures by which a prosecutor may in advance of a hearing obtain

relevant documents, including "exculpatory
evidence"

(id). The prosecutor is also given the.

tight.at.the hearing to cross-exarnine witnesses, present evidence, and be represented by counsel

(id). The hearing is not public, unless the prósedùtor demands that it be so, and all materials

related to the investigation are to be kept confidential unless and until the Commission issues a

disposition.involving some sanction (id.; Jud Law §§ 499 g & 499-h). The coinplainant,

however, may appear withiñ the discretion ofthe Commission, or if he or she is subpcêñaed by

the prosecutor.(Jud Law § 499-f[4]). The parties may agree to waive the hearing, and instead

have a determination made on a stipulated statement of facts (Jud Law § 499 f[5]). The

C6mmission inay carry out certain of its appointed tasks via-appointment ofreferees, or three

member panels, except that.a panel cannot confer iminunity, nor may itauthorize a conmkiw,

investigation or imposition of final recombiegdation or sanction (see Jud Law § 499-e).

Following the hearing, the Commission may{1) dismiss the complaint; (2) "determine

that the prosecutor be admonished or.censured"; or (3) "recommenato. the governor that a

prosecutor be renioved from office for cause"[Jud Law § 499-f[6]-{7]). The Commission.may

reach one of these determinations upon a finding that a prosecutor has engaged in "misconduct.in

office, as evidenced by [the prosecutor's] departure from his or her obligations under apprc,priate

.statute, case.¼aw, and/or New fork Rules of Professional Conduct, 22 NYCRR. 1200, including

but not limited to Rule 3.8 (Special-Responsibilities of Prosecutors and Other Goverñnient

Lawyers), persistent failure to.perform his or her duties, conduct prejudicial to thes administratiori

of justice (Jud Law § 499-f[Q). In.addition, it may recommend that a prosecutor be retired for

emental or physical disability preventing the proper performance of his or her prosecutorial

duties"
(id).

5
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A Commission deterniination of admonition, censure or recommended removal is served

.on the.presiding justices of the Appellate Division, and on the prosecutor (Jud Law § 499-f[7]).

At that point it becomes public,.along with the record of the proceedings (id.). The prosecutor

may "accept the deterntination tfthe t0ñímission Or make written request . , . within thirty days

after receipt of such determination, for a review thereof by the presiding justices of the appellate

division"
(id.). IEthe prosecutor accepts a determiñation of recommended removal or retirement,

or does not appeal it to the presiding justices of the Appellate Division, the Governor nonetheless

"independently
determines"

whether the prosecutor will be removed.or retired (id J. If the

prosecutor reque5ts review by the presiding justices, they may "accept or reject the determined

sanction; inipose a different sanction including admonition or censure, recommend removal or

retirement . ...;: or impose no
sanction"

(Jud Law § 499-f[8]) The statute also gives the

presiding justices the right to temporarily suspend a prosecutor when there is a recommendation

for removal or retiremerá, or "when he or she is charged with a crime punishable as a felony

under the laws ofthis state, or any other crinie which involves moral
turpitude"

(Jud Law § 499-

f[9][a]-[b]). Such suspension is with pay "unless the court directs
otherwise"4 Qud Law § 499-

f[9][c]).

Again, any recommendation of removal or retirement is transmitted to the Governo.r, who

will "independently determine whetherthe: prosecutor should be removed of
retired"

(id). The

Governor's power iri this regard is premined on his constitutional authority, set forth in Article

13, Section 13(a) of the State Constitution, which allows the Governor to remove a District

Attorney from office provided that individual is given "a copy of the charges.against.him.or her

4 The reference here to "the court" is unclear, since tlie detemiitutions at issue are..rnade by the presiding
justices of the various Appellate Divisipzis, not by any particular "court."
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and an opportunity of being heard in his or her
defense"

The Litigation and Pending Motions

This súit before me was commenced to challenge Chapter 202., naming as parties the

State of New York, the Governor, the four legislative leaders, and the Commission. The parties

stipulated to hold the case in abeyance.pending the Legislature's consideration of a potential

chapter amendment Following enactment of Chapter 23 the Governor and three of the

legislative leaders entered into stipulations whereby they were dropped as defendants, and they

agreed they would abide by the outcome of the Court's ruling The Attorney General declined to

represent the State in this case, and thus it has not participated in the litigation as such, As a

result only Speaker Heastie remains an active defendant, and.is referred to below as "the

defendant
"

After the stipulations were filed, plaintiffs made the summary judgment motion at issue.

In their pleadings ànd mótion papers, plaintiffs contend that Article 15-a violates the State

Constitution.in that it 0) infringes on the due process and equal protection rights of prosecutors

(2) unlawfully interferes with the core functions of DAs (3) violates the separation of powers

.doctriney (4) impermissibly requires the Chief Judge to make appointments to the Commission

(5) intrudes on théexclusive authority of the Appellate Division over attorney discipline;.and (6)

assigns tasks. to the judiciary beyond what is constitutionally permitted (Amended Complaint

["Arn Compl"] ¶¶ 54-95). On these grounds plaintiffs seek a declaration that the statute is

_...

5
The Statute centemplMes that the may Governor determine that a "prosecufor" should be rcmcved,.a tenn

that eneempmses not only DAs as specifically referenced in th.e Constitution, but.also ADAs. This aspect of the
legislation is not:generally addressed .in the parties he½† Deféndapt's gloss on this provision at oral
argument is discussed below, inf-a note 37.

'Then-Minority Leader Brian Kolb agreed in.his uipu1Ainn that the 20.19.amendments to the bill "did not
cure all of the constitutional defects" and.therefore Article 15-A $remains unconstygiarial"(NYSCEF, Docum;nt

59, ¶ 2). Accordingly, Kolb stated.that the order sought by plaintiffs should be.entered (id. ¶ 4), The other

stipulating defendants took no position on the current motions.

7
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unconstitutional and a permanent injtmetion against th.e creation of the CPC and the

impiciñentation of Article 15-a (id. ¶¶ 96-105). Plaintiffs support their motion with the

affirmation of counsel (Affirmation of Jim Walden Esq., dated July 22, 2019 ["Walden Aff"])

and an ansmpanying memorandum of law (Memòranduñ1 of Law In Support of
Plaintiffs'

Motion for Summary Judgment ["Pl.MOL"]).

Defendant Speaker Heastie has filed papers in opposition to plaintiffs' motion and in

support of his cross-motion for summary judgment in defendant.'s favor as. to all. issues raised by

plaintiffs and for dismissal of the coñ1plaint, also consisting:of the affirmation of counsel

(Affirmation of Daniel P. Mach, Esq., dated August 26, 2019 ["Mach Aff"]) and a memorandum

of law (Memorandum of Law in Opposition to
Plaintiffs'

Motion for Summary Judgment and in

Support of Defendant Carl E. Heastie s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment ["Def MOI1'])..

The parties have b.oth made reply sñhrnissions in support of their respective motions
(Plaintiffs'

Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Cross-motion and in Further Support of Motion ["Pl

.Reply MOL"]; Reply Memoranduni of Law in Further Suppòrt of Defendant Carl E. .Heastie s

Cross-Motion for Summaly Judginent ["Def Reply MOL"]). In addition the Court gianted the

motinñs ofthree groups of organizations and individuals leave-to submit briefs in support of

defendant Heastie as amicus curiae

On December 4, 2019, the parties appeared before ine for oral argument. With the

Court's leave they submitted supplemental letter bliefs addressing matters raised at the

7 The lirst such group consists of the Newyork State.Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, the
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, DKT Li.berty Project, the Legal .Aid Society, Brooklyn Defender

Services, the Bronx Defeiiders, the Chief Defenders Association of New York Rqbert F.. Kennedy Human Rights,
and Discovery for Justice. The.second is composed of the lyninceiice Project, the New York Law School
Post-Conviction Inno.cence Clinic; the Exoneration Initiative It Could Happen to You,)abbar Collins, Shawn

Lawrence, and Wayne fMartin. The third amicus brief was filed by Professors Bruce A. Green Ellen C.

Yaroshefsky, and Steven Zei.dman. While each of these briefs raises differe.nt issµes and concerns, the primary
thread running through them is the .contention that existing merh d5ms for policing prosecutorial niisconduct are
inadequate.

8
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argument. The matter is now fully ripe.for decision.

Discussion

The parties agree that there are no disputed questions of.material fact relevant to the

motions before me, which address only matters.of law or statutory interpretati6n (PL MOL 16;

Def MOL 38). I may, therefore,.render a final determination on the partiesTarguments (see

Spilka v Towrt of Inlet, 8 AD3d 812, 813 [3d.Dept 2004])

All statutory enactments by the New York State Legislature are imbued with.a

"presumption of
constitutionality"

(Matter of Moran Towing Corp v Urbach, 99 NV2d 443, 4.48

[2003]). As such, facial constitutional challenges - like the one brought by plaintiffs in this case

- "are
disfavored"

(Overstock.com, Inc. v New York State Dept. of Taxatio.n and Fin., 20 NY3d

586, ½3 [2013]).

Thus, a challenge to a duly enacted statute requires the challenger to sätisfy "the

substantial burden of demonstrating that[,] in any degree and in every conceivable application,

the law suffers wholesale constitutional
impairment"

(Center for .Ïud Accountability; Inc. v

Cuomo, 167 AD3d 1406, 1409 [3d Dept 2018], appeal diämissed 33 NY3d 993 [201.9] [iñtemal

quo.tation and citation omitted]). The challenger must establish that there is "no set.of

circumstances under which the [legislation] would be
valid"

(Overstock com, Inc , 20 NY3d at

593 [citations and internal quotation marks omitted]), A reviewing court also "must avoid, if

possible, interpreting a presumptively valid statute in a way that will needlessly render it

unc0ñstitutional"
(id. at 593 [citation omitted] ; see also People v Hodgdon 175 AD3d 65, .69 [3d

Dept 2019], lv granted 34 NT3d 98 l [2019] [a court is "required to make every effort to

interprct a.statute 'in a manner that avoids a constitutional
conflict'

"], quoting People v

Davidson, 27 NY3.d 1083 1094 [2016]).

9
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Since.this is a facial challenge; I may not find Article 15-a unconstitutional merely

because its application may be so in legard to a specific factual situation; such an argument must

be presented via an "as
applied"

challenge, in a lawsuit by an individual directly affected by the

alleged defect (see People v Stuart 100 NY2d 412, 421 [2003] [explaining the difference

between facial and as-appli.ed challenges]). In the..case before me, I "must examine the words of

the statute on a cold page and without reference to the [parties ]
conduct"

(id).

With these standards of review in mind, I proceed to assess the
plaintiffs'

arguments.

After considering each of the:challenges separately, I will assess whether any constitutional

shortcomings in the statute may be remedied by severance of the offending language; or by

applying a narrownig construction, as defendant urges in the.alternative. I cannot rule on such

.matters, however, until I have conducted a full overview of each of the challenges now before

me.

L Due Process

Plaintiffs claim that Article 15-a violates their:right to procedural due process (Pl MQL

42-44). Their primary assertion in this regard is that the statute "fails to identify any standerds by

which the CPC is to decide whether to initiate an investigation, hold hearings, find that a

complaint has:been sustained, or determine whether or how to impose disciplinary sanctions

against a prosecutor* (Am Compl ¶ 93). According to plainti the statute fails to provide for

"basic procedural protections, including evidentiary rules and standards of proof and review6 (PI

MOL 43).

In regard to the first issue, plaintiffs rely on the Seventh Circuit's pronouncement in

White v Roughton (530 F2d 750 [7th Cir 1976]y that due process requires Wa determination 0.f the

issues according to articulated
standards,"

and cannot vest "yirtually unfettered
discretion"

in the

10
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decision
makerS

(id. at 754; see PL MOL 42-43). In New York law, the.same principle has been

construed as requiring legal standards "sufficiently definite so that individuals of ordinary

.intelligence are not forced to guess at the meaning of statutory
terms"

(see Matter of Kaur v New

York State Urban Dev. Corg, 15 NY3d 23.5, 256 [2010] [citation and internal quotation marks

omitted]).

To succeed on a facial challenge alung these lines, plaintiffs inust show that the statute "is

expressedin terms of sùch generalify that 'no standard of conduct is specified at
all' "

(Brache v

Westchester County 658 F2d 47, 50,51 [2d Cir 1981], cert dënied 455 US 1005 [1982], quoting

Coates v City of Cincinatti, 402 US 611, 614 [1971]). That is not so here. The bases upon which

sanction may be imposed "include violation of Rule 3.8.(Special Responsibilities of Prosecutors

and Otherhovernntent Lawyers), persistent failure [of the prosecutor] to performhis ot her

duties conduct prejudicial to the administration of
justice,."

and "niental or physical disability

preventing the proper performañce of his or her prosecutorial
duties,"

The first two grounds are

set forth in the ethical rules governing láwyers, and have long been construed by New York

courts (see e.g Matter ofRain, 162 AD3d 1458; 1460-1461 [3d Dept 2018] [upholding of

sanction imposed.on prosecutor, inter alia, for violation of Rule 3.8]; In re Joyce, 72 AD3d 202

[2d Dept 2010] [sanctioning attorney under the™conduct preju;dicial to the.administration of

justice"
standard]). Indeed, the phrase "prejudicial to the adniiñistrationof

justice"
is found in

Article 4.of the Judiciary Law governing disciplining of atfoíneys, including prosecutors

(Judiciary Law § 90[2]; see also 22 NYCRR § 1200.0 [Rules ofProfessional Conduet] Rule 8.4:.

Misconduct). This standard is routinely applied when lawyers are disciplined for such actions as:

failing to comply with legitimately sought discóvery and court orders (Matter of Jauregui, f75

heparties agree that federal due process standards are identical for present p.úrposes to thoseapplicable

in New York State law (see PL MOL 42 n 43;. DefMOL 59 n 35)

1I
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AD3d 3.4 [Ist Dept 2019]); making arguments on summation that "exceeded the bounds of fair

advocacy"
(Matter of Rain, 162 AD3d at 1459).; issuing.misleading public statements critical of a

court order entered.in a pending criminal matter (in re Soares, 97 AD3d 242 [4th Dept 2012]);

and making false representations (Matter of Mustäteliä, 87.AD3d 15612d Dept 201 l]). Given

the extensive history and caselaw interpreting this language, it cannot be said to be so vague as to

be entirely standardless.

As to the language regarding persistent failure to perform one's duties and physical and

mental disability the same-phrasing has been part of the Commission on Judicial Conduct s

authority since 1978, and has been enforced by that body (see NY Const art VI, § 22[a]; Tud Law

§ 44 [1]; Matter of Fiore, 2005 WL 2396927 [CJC 2005] [construing "persistent failure to

perform
duties"

provision]; Quinn v State Commission on Judicial Conduct, 54 NY2d 386

[1981] [discussing disability prevision]).

Individual cases may undoubtedly raise questions about the application of the language

cited above. And the statutory language providing that the jurisdiction of the Comminion

includes but "is not limited
to"

the areas specifically delineated by statute (Jud Law § 499-a)
-

leaving open the possibility that the Commi«ion may claim the power to investigate and

sanction whatever it may define as
"misconduct" - presents potential bases for future "as

applied"
challenges .But I cannot say on the face ofthe law that it violates the due pro.cess elause

by failing to set forth any standard of conduct in "every conceivable
application/'

as I must to

spstain the challenge before me (see supra p 9.; see also Franza v Carey; 1 15 Misc 2d 882, 885

[Sup Ct;.NY County 1982], affd armodyied on other grounds 102 AD2d.780 [Ist Dept 1984],

appeal dismissed.64 NY2d 886 [1.985] ["if a statute clearly prohibits and defines certain

12
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conduct, a facial vagueness claim is defeated"])3

To the extent plaintiffs base their due process claim on the>charge that the statute fails to

set forth the procedures by which the CPC shall operate, that contention also cannot sustain a

facial due process claim at this stage, shice legislation "need not be detailed or precise as to the

agency's
role"

(Garcia v New York City Dept of Health & Mental Hygiene, 31 NY3d 601 6.09

[2018] [internal citation and quotation omitted]). Rather, "an agency can adopt regulations that

go beyond the text of its. [enabling legislation}, provided they.are not inconsistent with the

statutory language or its underlying
purpose"

(id. [internal quotation and eitation omitted]).

Here, the governing statute provides the Commission with the necessary authority to

"adopt, promulgate, amend and rescind rules and procedures, not otherwise inconsistent with

law, necessary to carry out the provisions and purposes of this article
"

which would allow it to

explicate its procedures with greater specificity (Jud Law § 499-d[5]). That is precisely how the

Commission on Judicial Conduct has operated, setting the burden of proo.f rules of evidence and

rules of procedure via regulation, even when not set forth in its governing statute (see Judiciary

Law, Article 2-A; 22.NYCRR 7000.6[i]). Further, Article 15-a provides a charged party with a

variety of procedural protections, including notice, dispovery, the right to counsel, and the right

to present evidence and cross examine witnesses (see Jud Law § 499-f[3]-[4]; Def MOL 60-61.).

In short, the Commi«ion is the appropriate body, in the first instance, to determine "the

best methods for pursuing [the] objectives articulated by the
legislature" (Matter of LëadingAge

N.Y , Inc. v Shah, 32 NY3d 249, 260 [2018]). Plaintiffs cannot prevail on a facial challenge

premised on the absence of procedural rules in the statute,. when the regulations which can.set

Although 14qintifÈc briefs did.not specifically characterize this claim as one chy'Anging the statute as
"void for vagge " case[aw cited in their bñef applies this doctrine (see PL MOL43, citing United States v Davis,.
139 S Ct 23 19 [2019]).
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forth such rules have not yet been promulgated.

IL Eàual Protection

Plaintiffs further contend that Article 15-a violates
DAs'

and
ADAs'

right to equal

protection under the law, because the prbtections they receive under the statute are less than those

that "protect all other attorneys from.arbitrary invstigation and
discipline,"

and in particular

beenesc they4vill be subject to ethical oversight and regulation by the CPC distinct from that

.applicable to prosecutors who. are notpart of.a districtattorney's office (see Pl MOL 44-45).

They note specifically that special prosecutors, the Attorney General, Assistant Attorneys

General, county-level prosecutors, juvenile-justice prósecutors, and federal prosecutors are not

under the jurisdiction of the CPC (id.)

Under the
14th hWhof the D S. Constitution, "[n]o State shall . . deny to any

person within its jurisdiction the equal protection-of the
laws."

The same prohibition is set forth

in Article I, Section 11 of New York's Constitution. A challeñge to.a statute under the equal

protection clause pursuant to either state or federal law is evaluated using either a "strict

scrutiny"
or a "rational

basis"
standard of review, depending on the nature of the classification at

issue (see People v Aviles, 28 NY3d 49E/, 502 [2016]). A "strict
scrutiny"

analysis is reserved for

instances when "governmental action disadvantages a suspect class or burdens a fundamental

right"
(id..).

Plaintiffs make a vague attempt to claim the mantel of "strict scrutiny? on the ground

that thettatute impinges on the due process rights of DAs and.ADAs, and therefore "burdens a

füñdañiental
right"

(see Pl Reply MOL 5.6; Oral Argument Transcript ["Tr"] 87). Since I have

rejected
plaintiffs'

due process claims, that arguinent must fall as well. In any.case, if this

argument were to. prevail, every procedural due process claim would morph.into an equal

14
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protection claim, entailing a strict scrutiny analysis as to whether the class of individuals

involved in whatever procedure.is at issue was narrowly tailored and justified by.a compelling

interest. There is simply no caselaw I can find (or to which plaintiffs point) that so holds.

13laintiffs'
primary contention is that Article 15-a.fails rational basis scrutiny, since it is a

vehicle for selective enforcemeñt, and the focus on DAs and ADAs alone is not rationally related

to a legitimate governmental purpose (PI MOL 46). That contention, too, is meritless.

To succeed on.the claiin that DAs and ADAs are being singled put for differential

treatment, plaintiffs must show "[1] [they are] selectively treated and [2] such treatment.is based

on impermissible.considerations such as race. religion, intent to inhibit or punish the exercise of

constitutional rights, or.maHeious or bad faith intent to injure a person
"

(Bower Assoc, v Town of

Pleasant Val., 2 NV3d (i17 631 [2004] ; see also Westover Car Rental LLC v Niagara frontier

Transp. Authority, 133 AD3d 132.1,. 1323-1324 [4th Dept 2015] [same]). ht other ivords,

plaintiffs must establish an "impermissible motive proof of action with intent to injure - that is,

proof.that the. [elass of persons] was singled out with an.evil eye and an unequal hand, so as

practically to make unjust and illegal discrithinens between persons in similar

circumstances"1"
(Bower Assoc., 2 NY3d at 631 [citation and internal quotation marks omitted]).

Nothing in the record on this motion reveals such invidious intent against.DAs and the

prosecutors they employ on the part of the statute's drafters, or that focusing the statute in this

way was motivated by some sort of iinproper animus.

Moreover, when there is a "rational basis for differential treatment of separate classes . . .

While this case concerns alleged selective conduet by an administrative.official, rather than selective

targeting inthe statute itself,.thÿ analysis (and requirement that discrirninatory intent be shown) reingins the saine
(see U.S. v Armstrong, 517 US 456, 465 [1 6] [selective prosecution elaitñ "draw[s] on ardinary equal pmtection
standards; inckding-that the policy "was motivated.by a discriñí!õatory purpose"] [citation and internal g"etation
marks omitted]).

15
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there is no violation of equal protection .
..."

(Matter of Raynor v LondtnorkChrysler, 18 NV3.d

48, 59 [2011] [finding rational basis for differential treatment under antended
workers'

compensation.statute between private insurers and State Insurance Fund and self-insurers]; see

also People v Salzar; 112 AD3d 5, 10 [1st Dept 2013], lv denied 22 NY3d Ñ90 [2014j

[governmental action that results in disparate treatment will not support an equal protection claim

if the action bears a rational relaticaship to a legitimate government purpose]).

Here,.the record provides sufficient basis upon which the distinctions. drawn by the

legislation can meet the low bar required in a rational basis analysis. (see Port Jefferson Health

Care Fäcility v Wing, 94 NY2d 284 289 [1999] [rational basis analysis is "lowestdevel of

judicial review"]). First, it was clearly permissible for the Legislature to create a special

investigatory body for prosecutors, but not for other attorneys. Prosecutors have unique

responsibilities that set them apart from other lawyers the essential characteristie of which is the

discretion he or she possesses as to whether and how to bring criminal charges (Hodgdon, 175

AD3d at 68). That power can result in an individual's loss of llherty for many years, and thus

there is a rational basis for the I egislature to determine that the oversight imposed on prosecutors

should be different from that for other attorneys. Indeed, the ethical rules. set by the ABA Model

Rules of Professional Conduct adopted by New York and all other jurisdictions contain a

separate set of rules for prosecutors from that of other members of the bar (see NY Rules of

Professional Conduct3 Rule 3.8 [Special Responsibilities of Prosecutors and Other Government

Lawyers]; see also .Matter of Sedore v Epstein, 56 AD3d 6.0,. 6.7 [2d Dept 2008] ["The duty of a

prosecutor is . . . somewhat different from that of an attorney retained by a party, as the canons of

professional ethics recognize"]).

The Speaker has also show a rational basis for the distinction drawn by the statute

16.
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between DAs (and ADAs) and otherprosecutors. As defendant points out, local district

attorneys are the primary agents of law enforcement, and prosecute the lion's share of crimes in

this State (see Def MOL 65EDistrict Attorneys and their òffices are the primary enforcers of

criminal statutes in.New York"]), To aid them.in carrying out this function, the Legislature has

provided DAs with significant and unique powers and duties.under Article 18 of the County Law.

Moreover, as the Speaker points out, previous proposals on.criminal justice reform have made

recommendations targeted specifically at DAs (see New York State Criminal Justice Task.Force,

Repprt on Attorney Responsibility in Criminal Cases, February 2017 at 10:14 [making various

recommendations applicable specifically to DA Offices and defense providers, without reference

to other prosecutors]).

The primary example proffered by plaintiffs of an allegedly irrational distinction made

via the legislation is that between DAs and.ADAs on the one hand, and the Attomey General and

assistant attorneys geñêral on the other
"

But the Attorney Cêñêral and a district attorney are

distinct constitutional officers, with different responsibilities and subject to separate governing

statutes. .Most important fbr present purposes, the criminal jurisdiction of the AG is limited to

certain areas (such as environmental crimes and antitrust) and matters referred to it, while.the

.jurisdiction of a DA is plenary (see People vCuttita, 7 NV3d 500, 507 [2006] ["the Attorney

General's historical authority to instigate criminal proceedings has over time been transferred to

county district attorneys[ and a]s a result, the Attorney General now has no power to prosecute

crimes unless specifically permitted.by law"]). While plaintiffs point out that the AG may be

Plaintiffs' argument as toother prosecutors excluded from the CPC's ambit is also without basis;
Prosecutors ofjuvenile crime have far more limited sanctions at their disposal than DAs. In particular, individuals
convicted in juyenuc proceedings.aremot Neñ0n-inated . .. criminal ]" and are not subject to.civil disabilities, and
the resulting records are subject to broad sealing provisions.(see Fan ily Ct Act.§ 380 l). Federal prosëcutors are.
regulated by the federal goternment, and their conduct is outside the purview of the New York State Legislature.
"Special prosecutors" are appointed only for particular.rnatters. Itwas notirrational to exclude those holding these
offices from the statute's reach.

17
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appointed a special prosecutor with general authority to prosecute,.that requires a specific

designation by the Governor or agency head¶(see Exec Law 63[2]-[3]).

Simply describing the differences in thesecoffices makes clear that there are rational

reasons why the Legislatureanay choose to impose a different oversight process for DAs than for

other prosecutors.. Moreover, "in fashioning a remedy for a perceived evil, the Legislature may

take one stel at a time, addressing.itself to the [aspect] ofthe problem which seems most
acute"

(see Forti v New York State Ethics Comnm, 75 NY2d 596, 613 [1990] [citation and internal

quotation marks omitted]i As a result, plaintiffs have failed to sltow that the distinctions drawn

by the LegiciWwe in this instance are "so unrelated to the.achievement of any combination of

legitimate purposes that [the Court] can only conclude that the [government's] actions were

irrational"
(Kimel v Florida Bd ofRegents, 5.28 US 62, 84 [2000] [citation omitted]),

III. Intrusion into the Jurisdiction of the District Attorneys

Plaintiffs'
next contention is that.the creation of the CPC impermissibly interferes with

the manner in which DAs carry out the constitutional responsibilities of their office. According to

plaintiffs- Article 15-a intrudes into matters properly falling under a DA's authority by

"irspair[ing] pros.ecutorial discretion and interfer[ing] with the operation of District
Attorneys'

offices . . . [m]ost notably by dictat[ing] through disciplinary sanctions, and the threat of

sanctions, how District Attorneys investigate and prosecute
crimes"

(Fl MOL 16-17).. To

consider the merits of these claims, I must first determine what matters are assigned exclusively

to the DA as a matter of constitutional dictate.

2
Plaintiffs argue that efendant.must spell out the rational basis for the law in its sphmission, or the Court

may not rely upon it (see Pl MOL 57 n 48 [Speaker may not raise other ratiénales for distinguishing DAs in reply
suh±ipinn, since he has not done so in his memoranduM in chief]), 13ut that ts not how ratidnal basis analysis

works. It.is the party challenging the statute tvbo hay the.burden .to "negative every conceivable basis which might

support it" (FCC u Beach Comme:zidations, inc., 508 US 307, 315 [.199.3] [citation 6mitted]).. Beyond pointing.out

that there are other prosecutors not subject to-the Ce±±MWs oversight, plaintiffs haM failed td make such

ShOWing.
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The language of the Constitution provides no aid in this.regard. It states only that "in

each county a district attorney shall be chosen by the electors once in every three or four years as

the legisláture shall
direct" (NY Const art XIII, § 13[a]). .District attorneys are therefore.

"constitutional officers . . . whose responsibilities are a matter of statewide
concern"

( Matter of

Hoerger v Spota; 109 AD3d 564,.568 [2d Dept 2013], affH 21 NY3d 549 [2013] [citation

omitted]). But the Constitution "does not affempt to presetibe the function pertaining to the

office of district
attórney?'

although "it is to be implied that the powers of the office iconsist in.

geñeral of the prosecution of criminal offenses within the
county"

(Matter of Turecamo Contr.

Cou Inc., 260 AD 253; 274 [2d Dept 1940], uppeal denied 259 AD 1094 [2d Dept 1940]); Thus,

as a general rule, it.is the Legislature that provides for the specific powers and duties of the

district attorney via the County law, which is "of course statutory, not a.constitutional
provision''

(id ; see also Matter of Johnson v Pataki, 91 NY2d 214, 225 [1997], citing Matter of Schumer v

Holtzman, 60 NY2d 46, 53 [1983] ["the delineätion of law enforcement functions [including

those of the DA].1ras consistently been left to the Legislature"]; County Law § 700[1] [6it shall

be the duty of every district attorney to conduct all prosecutions for crimes and offenses

cognizable by the court of the county for which he.or she shall have been elected of appointed"]).

In other words, "[t]he power.s of the [d]istrict [a]ttomey [] are conferred upon her by
statute"

(Matter of Schumer, 60 NV2d at 53).

that said, two recent decisionshave inade clear that a DA han a constitutionally-prötected

province which cannot be inv aded by the legislative or judicial branches. Thus, in Matter of

Soares v Carter (25 NY3d 1011 [2015]), the Court of Appeals held that "[u]nder the doctrine of

separation
ofpowers;"

courts cannot compel a criminal prosecution as "[s]uch a right is solely

within the broad authority and discretion of the district attomey's.executive power to conduct all
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phases of criminal
prGsecution"

(id. at 1013). Put otherwise, "[i]t is within the sole discretion of

each district attorney's executive power to. örchesträte the prosecution of those who violate the

criminal laws of this
state"O

(id at 1014), The Third Department subsequently ruled that an

"essentist
characteristic"

of the DA's authority, vested in him or her by the State Constitution, is

the "discretionary power to determine whom, whether and how to
prosecute"

(Hodgdon, 175.

AD3d at 68,:citing People v Davidson,. 27 NY3d 1083 [2016] ; see also Matter of Soares v

Carter; 113 AD3d 993, 996 [3d Dept 2014]paffU 25 NY3d 101 1 [2015] [district attorney has

"unfettered discretion to determine whether to prosecute a particular suspect"] [citation omitted];

Sedore, 56 AD3d.at 65 [authority to prosecute has rested with. DA since 1801, and "[i]t is well

settled that the decision whether to prosecute is entrusted in the sole discretion of the District

Attorney"] [citation omitted]). This is an "essential
function"

of the office, which the Legislature

"has no authority to transfer . . ..to.a different officer chosen in a.different
mañner"

( Hodgdon,

175.AD3d at 68-.69 [internal quotation and citation omitted]).

On the other hand, "[t]he office of the district attorney is plainly subject to comprehensive

regulation by state law . . . sii1ce the state has a fundamental and overriding interest in ensuring

the integrity and independence of the office of district
attorney"

(Matter of Hoérger v Spota, 21

.NY3d 549, 553 [2013]), Therefore, while the Legislature may not dictate who a DA's Office

may prosecute, it may take steps tonensure that it does so in conformity with legal and ethical

rules.

Finally, a.DA's discretion - even in regard to who may be charged - is."ñot unfettered"

(see Wayte v United States, 470 US 598, 608 [1985]). In particular, a prosecutor may not

The Court tited both County Law § 700(I) and Article XIH, Section 13 of the State Constitution for this
proposition. By referring to "separation of powers," however the opinibn makes.clear that this authority of the DA

is. of constwfiene! dimensian, and does not merely derive from statute.
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proceed in a manner "deliberately based upon an unjustifiable standard such as race, religion, or

other arlaittary classification, including the exercise of protected statutory and constitutional

rights"
(id [citations omitted]).

Given these principles, no inherent invasion of the DA's- authority is fostered by the

creation of a supârate Commfesion to ensure that a local prosecutor does not÷depart[] from the

applicable statutes, case
law,"

and the Rules of Professional Conduct (Jud Law § 499-a). Such

oversight does not on its face dictate who, when or how the DA may pursue a prosecution, but

may be read only as ensuring that any pro.secution that is undertaken is conducted free from

misconduct - safeguards that are within the purview of the Legislature to create (see Matter of

Soares, 113 AD3d at 996 [public has an intbrest in preventing a prosecutor from engaging in bad

faith]).

Plaintiffs point to a number of specific provisions of Article 15-a whicil it maintains

would permit direct interference in the DA's.investigatory process. These inclüde: granting

jurisdiction to the Commission to oping on the qualifications of ADAs;:the Commission's power

to offer immunity to witnesses upon notice to the DA dr Attorney General; its ability to release

cönfidential information under certain circumstances while a cri1ninal investigation is still

pending; and its authority to allow a compläinant (potentially a criminal defendant in a pending

case or target of an ongoing investigation) to be present at a hearing on disciplinary charges

brought against a prosecutor.

On the first point, plaintiffs take issue with the provision permitting CPC to "on its own

motion, initiate an investigation of a prosecutor with respect to his or her qualifications, conduct,

fitness to perform or the performance of his or her
duties"

(Judiciary Law § 499-f[2]), arguing

that it grants the Cominission "free reign to review District
Attorneys'

hiring
decisions"

(Pl MUL
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19). But there is no need to read the provision so broadly. As. long.as investigations are

undertaken as a means to protect the integrity of the district attorney's office, they would fall

within an area of appropriate legislative concern (see Matter of Hoerger, 21 NY3d at 553). This

would be the case, for example,.in instances where an ADA had failed to. obtain a law license,

allowed an attorney registration to lapse, or was otherwise ineligible for the office he or she held

(see Matter of Curryv Hosley, 86 NY2d 470 [1995] [district attorney must be licensed to

practice lav/to hoki office]). Since it is.possible to read the statute narrowly so as to avoid any

improper interference with the operation of a DA's office, this is not the stuff that can sustain a

successful facial challenge (see Boreali v Axelrod. 71 NY2d 1, 9 [.1987] ["however facially

broad, a legislative grant.of authority must be construed, whenever.possible, so that it is no

broader than that which the separation of powers doctrine.permits"]).

In regard to the CPC's power to offer immunity, its use may certainly interfere with a

DA's discretion to determine who to prosecute, since an immunized witness may not

subsequently be charged for matters falling within the grant of immunity, But this alone cannot

be held to vìolate the DA's donstitutional authority. The power to facilitate the giving of relevant

testimony by granting immunity is a tool commonly granted to.investigatory bodies besides a DA

-
including to the Legislature itself (see Leg Law § 62-b [Legislature]; Enviro Conserv Law § 71-

0517 [Department of Environmental Conservation]; Jud Law § 42[2] [Commimion on Judicial

Conduct]; Elec Law § 3-102[6] [State Board of Elections]; see also People v Cahill, 126 AD

3.91, 395 [2d Dept 1908] ["The principal object of immunity statutes is..to give immunity to.

witnesses called in an investigation against any crime that may be revealed thereby, so that they

may not shield themselves behind constitutional privilege, but may be required to testify, to the

end that the investigation may be carried on"]), Indeed, courts have recpgnized the Legislature's
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power to expand via legislation the circumstances in which immunity can be offered, and have

never intimated that in doing so it treads unlawfugy on the prerogatives of DAs (see Matter of

Doyle, 257 NY 244, 252 [1931] [Cardozo, CJ.]["The purpose ofthe Constitution was ... . not to

foreclose thelegislature from establishing additional [testimónial immunities]"] ; see also People

v Buffalo Gravel Corporation, 195 NYS 940, 948 [Sup Ct, Sullivan Cty 1922] ["Such

[testimonial immunity] statutes when sufnciently broad, have been invariably held to be

constitutional"]).'t Further, the existence of numerous bodies that can offer immunity contradicts

plaintiffs'
contention that the grant of imrñünity power in the present statute "stands in contrast

to staiidard criminal procedure, where courts.confer inüñwúty 'only when expressly requested by

the.district attorney to do so? "
(PL MOL 20 n 24 [citing Crim Froc Law § 50.30]). There is

nothing at odds with "standard
practice"

to allowinvestigatory agencies to immunize witnesses

when relevant to their particular responsibilities

Plaintiffs'
argument appears to rest on the assumption.that the immunity will be used to

immunize the target of a DA's investigation or prosecution. But there is no resson that this need

be so, And if the DA believes the Commi sion is improperly using immunny to. interfere with

matters appropriately placed within its discretion, it is: entitled to advance notice-of.such, and

therefore has the ability to challenge it in Court (see Jud Law § 499-d[2]).

Similarly, in the event a DA believes that the public release of certain information

obtained by the Conímission or the.presence of a particular individual at a hearing will

su'uAñNM1y interfere with an investigation, he or she can notify the CPC, and CPC must refrain

from interference (see jud Law § 49.9-d[1]; see also Tr 96. [acknowledgment by defendant that

Buffalo Gravet addressed a claim.that there was a purported conflict between an imrmmHy statute.and the
witness's right against self-iñcrimiñátibñ For present purposes, the.salient poitit is that laws allowing inveluptive
bodies tø grant .,. .kf are commrm and there is nozppeent caselaw finding them to vio.late DAsodonstitatichs!

authority tu decide who to prosecure
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statute leaves protection of DA's work product privilege ntact]). While there is signincant

ambiguity as to how this procedure will operate inpractice (see Tr 34-37] [position of defendant

that Commission not required.to follow DA's view on what constitutes interference]); that is a

matter than can be addressed through litigation as the statute is
applied." None of the above

provisions cited presents afacial violation of the DA's authority under the State ConstiWion.

There is one wrinkle inthis analysis which bears noting. The memorandum in support of

Chapter 202..indicated that the
sponsors'

intent in creating the Commission.was, in part, to

"oversee [the]
discretion"

possessed by district attorneys "in determining who to
prosecute"

(lviemorandum in Support, Chapter 202,Justincation). And at oral argument3 counsel for the

Speaker affirmed that he believed the statute gave the Commission this authority (Tr16-17).

Counsel went on to make clear the limitstions. on any such power, in that the Commission

has no authority to "countermand
decisions,"

to "control a
prosecution"

or "nsandate that a

prosecution happen ör not
happen"

(id. at 17-18) Moreover, in a post-argument submission,

Speaker Heastie clarified his position aslollows:

"Article 15La does not give the CPC carte blanche to second-guess

such discretionary policy choices [such as declining to:prosecute

low-level drug offenders]. It allows the CPC to investigate only
instances where.those decisions violate the *for cause' standard of

§ 499-f(1). A prosecutor's decision.not to prosçcute certain crimes

based on lintited resources or good-faith policy considerations is

not'misconduct in office . .
.'

[and] could be challenged on an as-

applied
basis' "

(Defendant's Post-Argumentletter of 12/11/19

["Def Post-Arg Ltr"j) at 3.

If thelegislature in fact intended to vest in the Con1mission the jurisdiction to

However it is. ccñstrucd, this provision is not necessarily a cure-all for any potential interferencerissues,
since a DA may not be aware of the pendency of a CPC investigation; or.of steps about to be taken by the

Commission which may impedeshe exercise of the DA's aüiharity. The point here is that there is no waý to
determine on the face of the statute tyhether and to what degree the Oc iWs work may impact DA

investigmi9ns, and how the n- --·kms available to the DA to prevent such impact will function in practice.
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investigate and sanction those matters broadly.falling within a.prosecutor's discretion, and which

do not exceed the constitutional limits on such discretion - that is, which were not intentiònally

dis.criminatory as set forth in Wayte, supra - such would cross the boundary into a prosecutor's

constitutional authority as defined(in Mater of Carter and Hodgdon But there is no provision

in the statute that clearly grants the CPC the.authorhy to investigate and tenction such

discretionary choices. Any challenge to the.statute on this hasis.is thus premised upon a

hypothetical future exercise of authority, which is appropriate for an as applied challenge (see

Stuart, 100 NY2d at 422 [in a facial challenge, the Court "will not strain to imagine marginal

situations in which the application of the statute is not.so clear"] icitations omitted]).

IV_. Other Sedaration of Powerá Chällenges

In addition to challenging the statute for its alleged intrusion into the authority of the DA,

plaintiffs raise other separation of powers arguments, concerning in particular the clairn that

Article 15-a will allow the Legislature and judiciary to usurp matters constitutionally vested in

the executive branch by grantiilg the legislative and judicial appointments combined a majority

__

I do not find persuasive defendant's qpa- n.that the Commissiori's pronouncements could never
interfere with.the constitutionaf prerogatives of a DA.because it has only the power to publicif dresng.(through

éMt On or cehsure), br to.tuake recem±c-dstions or removal that the Governor is free to reject de novo (see Tr
24). The whole point of the statute, as reinforced in the submi§signs of both defendant and amici, is that it will
liñplement an oversight system that will be strong enough to detect and deter misconduct [see Def MOL 2 [Article
15-a:will put in place a "system of review and oversight in order to seek to reduce the instances in which
jïtiosecutorial zeal may result in violations of the law or professional ethical rules"]; Amici Innocence 15roject,.et al
MOL 34 ["The.Conímission will provide necessary reviewáf conduct by prosecutors who fail to meet the high
standards iequired by their role, and discourage prosecutors from engaging in misconduct in the first place"]).
Defendant cannot portray the Commnsion as a.powerful watchdog when counsel wishes to stress the policy goals it
will effectuate, and then as a toothless advisory body when it wishes to stress. its limitations. In any case, plaintiffs
contention that a public finding by an officially spetjpned body condemning.the actions of a ÚA or ADA will have

significant impact, and can potentially have "devastating
conseq"anges"

for that individgal's professional life,. is
persuasive (Tr 26) That does not make it impermissible; it merely means the Commission's actions.must stay within
constitutional limitations.

I note infra p 26 that a separation of powers cha"sñge is generally apprüpriate for facial review, since
this doctrifle.serves as a structural safeguard. The.problem in this instance, however, is that a separation of powers
prablem will only arise in the first instance if the.statute is construed in a particular manner, which is not compelled

by the statutory text,
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of the Commission members (see Pl IVIOL 28
["

the statute improperly tasks legislative leaders

and the Chief Judge with appointing CPC members, who .are indisputably officers of the

executive branch"]).

The separation of powers doctrine "is the bedrock of the system of -government adopted

by this State in establishing three coordinate and cocqüäi branches of government,. each charged

with performing particular
functions"

(ifatter of LeadirtgAge New York, Inc., 32 NY3d at 259

[citation omitted]). Pursuant to this doctrine, the aim of the State Constitution "is to regulate,

define and limit the p.owers of government by assigning to the executive, legislative and judicial

branches distinct and independent powers, thereby ensuring an even balance of power amöng the

three"
(Matter of Maron v Silver, 14 NY3d 230, 258 [2010] [citation.and internal quotation

marks omittedj). The Legislàture is.required to "make the3critical pulicy <lecisions, while the

executive branch4s responsibility is to implement those
policies"

(Matter qf LeadingÄge .New

York, Inc. 32 NY3d at 259), leaving the Judiciary to determine the respective rights and

obligations of parties appearing before it in a particular matter (see Klostermann v Cuoinv,. 61.

NY2d 525, 536 [1984] [the appropriate foruntto determine tights and obligations under the law

is the judicial branch]). Each of these three branches, while not required to operate in a vacuum,.

must not be "allowed to arrogate urïto itself powers residing entirely in another
branchf'

(Under

21, Catholic Home Bur. for Dependent Children v City o f Ñew York, 65 NY2d 344, 356 [1985]).

A separation of powers. violation.is appropriate for review in a facial challenge, as it is a

"structural safeguard, rather than a remedy to be applied only when specific harm, or risk of

specific harm, can be
identified"

(Matter pf Maron, 14 NY3d at 260-261 [emphasis.in original],

citing Plant v Spendthrift Farm, inc , 5f4 US 211 239 [1995]), At the same time I must

construe the statute "whenever possible, so that it is no broader than that which the separation of
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powers doctrine
permits"

(Boreali,.7.1 NY2d at 9).

Plaintitis'
arguments in this regard are premised initially on Article V of the State

Constitution, which provides that except as to certain constitutionally delineated agencies, "the

head of all other departments.and the:members of boards and commissions . . a shall be appointed

by the governor by and with the advice and consent öfthe senate and may be removed by the

governor, in a manner to be prescribed by
law"

(NY Const art V, § 4). Plaintiffs contend that the

CPC is subject to this constitutiónal commantL and the appointment of its nicmbe-s therefore

must be by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate, with their removal reserved

for the Goyemor. This provision, however, is meant to apply only to such commissinns or

boards that serve as "heads of
departments"

in the executive brnnchg but not to every other

"subsidiary board or nommission.within the twenty permanent Departments (Matter of Cappelli

v.Sweeney, 167 Misc 2d 220, 230-231 [Sup Ct, Kings County 1995], af[d on op helow 230. AD2d

733 [2d Dept 1996]).

Matter of Cappelli traced the origins of this section to a 1.915.reform proposal ultimately

developed via the Reconstruction Cornmission chaired by Robert Moses and ratified by the

voters in 1925. The proposal made clear that section 4.applied only to
" 'heads,'

be they sitigle

individuals or the members of boards or cornmissions, of the [then] sevêñteen proposed

constitutional
Departments"

(id at 227). The intent of the provision, as exp.licated by thelioses.

Commission, was "not to require Senate confirmation.of each and every member of every

subordinate bureau, board or comminion within the Departments" (id at 229). Moreover, "the

amendment left to the LegiWature the responsibility to devis.e the precise details of the new

scheme"
(id at 230). Given that the CPC is not the head of anynf the twenty.executive

departnents, under Capelli it must be considered an executive branch subsidiary commission,
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and thus not subject to Article V, Section 4.

Plaintiffs make a number of arguments as to why·Matter of Capelli is not dispositive on

this issue, but all are unavailing. First they contend that Article V, Section 4 "at the very least

detnonstrates that the State Constitution was designed to guarantee lines of accountability within

the executive branch so that the Governor may effectively ensure the faithful execution of the

laws and be held responsible for any failures to do
so,"

and thus "it would be irrational for

[this section] to re.quire gubematorial appointment of department heads.for the purpose of

ensuring executive branch accountability if the officers.performing executive duties w.ithin those

departments were not appointed by, und did not answer to, the department heads or the Governor

himself"
(Pl Reply MOL 19 n 22 [emphasis in original]). Plaintiffs contend that the Governor3s±

right to make such appointments derives not only from Section 4,.but from the general executive

power granted the Governor by the Constitution (Art IV, § 1), which vests him or her with the

authority to "take care that the laws are faithfully
executed''

(Art TV, § 3) (lee Pl MOL 26-27).

Plaintiffs acknowledge that there is no controlling authority in New York law regarding

whether appoib_tatents to subsidiary boards v/ith executive ftmetions rnust be mâde by the

Governor (see Pl MOL 30 ["theNew Yórk Court of Appeals does not appear to have directly

confronted this issue"]). Instead, they rely on federal caselaw construing the United States

Constinttion, as well as decisions froin other states. And; indeed, the caselawls clear thgt under

the Federal Constitution, Congress is generally barred from making appointments. to beards or

commissions carrying out executive functions, including investigation, enforcernent and

adjudication (see Buckley v Valeo, 424 US 1, 120-143 [i976] [finding violation of separation of

powers in grant of majority of appointments to Federal Election Commission.to Speaker of the

House and President Pro Tempore of Senate, given the FEC's "wide; ranging
enforcement"
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power] ; see also Springer v Gdvernment of Philippine Islands, 277 DS 189, 203 [1928] [finding

unconstitutional the creation of a governing body with legislative appointees; "public agents . . .

charged with the exercise of executive functions [are] beyond the appointing power of the

Legislature"]).

For à number of reasons I find that this line of caselaw does not bar the kind of legislative

and judicial appointments provided for under the statute here.

.First, that line of cases is based an detailed explication.of the history of the federal.

canstitWon, and its Appointments Clause (see e.g Buckley, 42.4 US at 134 [Congress may not

"yest11titself, or in its officers, the authority tó appoint officers of the United States when the

Appcintments.Clause by clear implication prohibits it from doing so"]). Such a reading does not

necessarily translate into the New York constitutional
framework"

(see Matter of Jennings v

New York City Council, 10 Misc 3d 1073[A] *4 [Sup Ct, NY County 2006] [the federal doctrine

of separation of powers "has a broad impact on the Federal government because such..doctrine is

needed to balance and.explicate the separate pieces of the divided sovereignty of the Federal

governnient under the relativelf skeletal 0.S,
[Cdnstitution]" but "[t]he State's more detailed

constitution . . .. limits in significant part the need for such analysis"]; see also Tarr, Interpreting

the .Separation of Powers in Stäte Constitutions, 59 NYtTAnn Surv Am L 329 330-331 [2003]

["State courts may follow federal precedent in interpreting±state provisions dealing with the

structure and operation of state government, ... . [but] are under no obligation to dó so"]). To the

contrary, readif g this caselaw as a.general bar on legislative.appointments to bodies carrying out

some executive functions would upend wide swaths of New York law and longstanding practice.

Plaintiffs correctly point out that Ñëw York c.ourts often cite federal Caselaw.on separation of powers
issues (see Pl Reply MOL I 1).. But that does not indicate that fe.deral cases intcrpicting specific and diffeteiit

lai)guagg and hjstory of the Federal Cònstitution moist be controlling here, notwithstanding that New York's
hi§torical practices and constitutional provisions on.this very.question are different;
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Numerous New York commi ions and boards, including the Joint Conunission on Public Ethics

("JCOPE") and the now defunct State Commission of investigation ("TCI") have included

legislative appointees to carry out the sort of tasks which Buckley found to fall under the

authority of the executive (see Ex.ec taw §.94 [JCOPE}; IJnconsol Law § 7501 [TCI]), and the

Legislature has been granted appointments to other bodies carrying out such classically executive

roles as administering authorities (see e.g. Public.Auth Law § 1020-d [Long Island Power

Authority Board]; State Fin Law § 161 [State Procurement Council, setting guidelines for agency

procurement]), Moreover, countless other entities fulfilling executive functions have members

which must be appointed by the Governor on
"nomination"

or
"recommendation"

of legislative

leaders, a practice requiring the Governor to choose individuals identified by the legislative

branch [see e:g. Elec Law § 3-100 [Board of Elections]; NY Rac.Pari-IVI Law j 102 [Gaming

Commission]). This is almost certainly incompatible with the way the Supreme Court has read

the US Constitution (see Buckley, 424 US at 126 ["any appointee exercising significant authority

pursuant to the laws of the.United States is an 'Qfficer of the United 5tates and must, therefore,

.be appninted.in the manner prescribed by s 2, cl..2, of that
Article,"

i.e., by the Presidcñt with

advice and consent of senate]). Yet the practice of granting the Legislature the right to noniinate

or appoint a minority ofmembers to boards and commissions carrying executive functions is

deeply ensconced within New tork s govemmental structure (ef Free Enterprise fund v Public

Co. Accounting Oversight Bd, 561 US 477, 505-506 [2010] [noting, in finding process for

removal of federal agency offidials insulated from the President to be unconstitutional, that there

was no "historical
precedent"

for such a structure]).

The mere fact that a practice has long.existed without court challenge does not by itself

demonstrate its consutuGonality (see Bordeleau v $tate 18 NY3d 305, 318 [2011] [Pigott, J.,
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dissenting] ["[u]nconstitutional acts do not become constitutional by virtue of repetition, custom

or passage.of time"]; acced Hùssein v Stateg 19:NY3d 899, 904 [2012] [Ciparick, J.,

concurring]). But in this case, I am faced with a longstanding and broadly adopted practice,

apparently unchallenged in the fretluent litigatiun involving the actions uf bodies with legislative

appointees
19

and the question before me is hot whether that practice (appointments by
non-

executive officials to board having executive functions}violates a specific constiWional

command, but whether it is inconsistent with broad separátion of powers principles. The courts.

have recognized that under those principles "the duties and powers of the legislative and

executive branches cannot be neatly divided into isolated
poékets"

(Borquin v Cüoino, 85 NY2d

781, 784 [1985] [citations omitted]). hi particular, the Court of Appeals has "steadfast[ly]

refus[ed] to construe the separation of powers doctrine in a vacuum, instead viewing the doctrine

from a commonsense
perspective"

under which "[t]he exigencies of government have made it

necessary to relax a rnerely doctrinaire adherence to a principle so flexible and präctical,. so

largely a matter of scñsible approximation, as that.of the separation
of.powers"

(id.at 785

[citation omitted])

Thus, in determining whesther plaintiffs have met their heavy burden of showing that the

arrarincinent enacted by this legislation violates separation of powers principles on the statute's

face, it is relevant that as a practical matter New Vork has not historically applied the same bright

line restriction against legislative appointments as that adopted by the Supreme Court's

construction of the federal charter. Iñdeed, the New York Constitutiön itse/fincludes provision

for appöintments by the executive, legislative and judicial branch to.the body on which the CPC

Itt People v Ggliagher(143 ADad529 [2d.Dept 1988]),the AppeÛate Division uphe.ld against a
"sep=êli e of powers" challenge a ruling by the trial court vacating the:MppeM=9nt of a Special Pro$eciator based
on an objection by TCI. The exact nature of the challenge.- and if it implicated the spppintment:structure of TCI -

is not set forth in the. opinion.
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is modeled: the Commission on Judicial Conduct (seeNY Const art VI, § 22[b][1]). While

plaintiffs contend that this indicates that constitutional ainendment is The proper means to allow

for such appoiritments (Tr 47), a rnore persuasive reading is that the drafters saw no contradiction

between the.bedrock principles of separation of powers established in the State Constitution, and

legislative appoiñtments to a minority of positions on a Commission carrying otit investigatory as

well as adjudicative functions.

Plaintiffs argue that the Commissibn is distinct from other such bodies found in Neiv

York law, in that the judicial and legislative appointees make up a majority of the Commission s

members, and thus could authorize investigations and.1mpose sanction without any support from

gubernatorial representatives wlistsoever (see Tr 46 [distinguishing JCOPE on ground that at

least two gubernatorial mominces must approve certain of its actions]). .But this highlights a

significant problem with
plaintiffs'

argument; it is premised on the argument that non-executive

appointees cannot constitútionally be able.to control a CPC determination, since the Commission.

would be performing.purely
".executive"

functions. .But the matters given to its authority concern

the oversight and discipline of attorneys - matters which.have always fallen within the bailiwick

of the judiciary

The CPC's functións include the conduct of hearing and imposition of sanctions, matters.

long recognized as quasi-judicial (see Wiener v Weintraub, 2.2 NY2d 330. 33.2 [1968] [grievance

committee investigating complaints of attorney misconduct and conducting hearings thereon was

acting in quasi-judicial capacity]; Erdmann v Stevons, 458 F 2d 1.205, 1208 [2d Cir 1972], cert

denied 409 US 889 [{972] [conduct of disciplinary proceedings against attorneys "amounts to a

]udicial inquiry"]). Moreover, the power of the courts to oversee and discipline the legal

profession is well-established in New tork law. That power dates back to the first New York
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State Constitution.enacted in 1777, which provided that attorneys would be "zegulated by the

rules and orders of the said
courts[]"

(People ex rel. Karlin v Culkin, 248 NY 465 471 472

[1928] [Cardozo, C.JJ). Although the clause was withdrawn from the next iteration.of the State

Constitution that followed in 1821, Chief Judge Cardozo found this authority to be an
"implied"

aspect of the
courts'

powers, and in any case was "explicitly
confirmed"

by statute thereafter (id

at 477.). Indeed, as set forth at length infra section VII, plaintiffs assert - and I find - that the

.specific oversight granted the Commission over pro.secutors compliance with the Rules of.

Professional Conduct conflicts with the constitutional role given the Appellate Division over

such matters. Plaintiffs cannot argue at the same time that granting the judiciary appointments to

a Commission tasked with policing njisconduct in the Court system interferes with.the

executive's prerogatives.in this area. The only possible separation of powers concern raised by

the structure of the Commission therefore involves the presence of legislative.apnointments -

and those constitute a minority, incapable of acting without support fro.m the other
branches'

designees; and a common feature of New Vork's administrative state.

Furthermore3 any s.eparation of powers concerns are climini4hed by fact that the

Commission has no power to impose.any sanction beyond.a public censure, and a

recomñgñdation for removal that the Governor must review de novo. Thus, the matters

entrusted within the CPCTs authority do not.intrude on the Governor's constitutional

prerogatives; In addition, the legislative oversight it creates.is over local officials, not a co-equal

branch of State Government. While, as set forth below, public censure.is not a toothless.or

insignificant consequence, the fact that the CPC can do no more than pronounce and recommend

limits the degree to which it threatens to overturn the constitutional balance between the three

branches of government (see Free Enterprise Fund, 561 US at 5Ò7 n 10 [distinguishing
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administrative law judges from other officials subject to constitutional requirements of executive

appointment and removal to the extent some "pòssess purely rebommendatory powers"]),

PFaintiffs also argue that the statute violates separation of powers principles by not

granting the Governor the right to remove all CPC Commissioners. They again cite Article V,

Section 4 for this proposition, but as stated above, that provision.does not apply to the appointees

in this case, If
plaintiffs'

submis¾inn can be read to claim some1nore comprehensive right of the

executive to."appoint{] and remov[e] executive branch
officers"

(PI MOL 27), that arguntent is

based on the progeny of the federal separation of powers precedents cited above, and in particular

Free Énterprise Fund. That case found unconstitutional a process for removal of executive

branch officials which ultimately insulated the removal determination from the President him or

herself. But the decision was premised on the President's right to "appoint[], oversee[] and

control[] those who execute the
laws"

(561 US.at 492, citing 1 Annals of Cong. 463). The right

to remove was, in short, found to be part and parcel ofthe President's right to appoint and

supervise executive branch official. For reasons stated above, I do not fmd any blanket

constitutional rule in New York State that compels gubernatorial control over all members of

investigative and quasi-judicial bodies, For the same reasons the Supreme Court's rulings on the

executive's right to remove such officials are inapposite.

Lastly, plaintiffs argue that since the Governor is the head of the Executive Department,

the Legislature cannot provide for legislative appointees to an agency.housed there (see Pl Reply

MOL 84"The CPC embodies executive power [as] , . . it resides within the Executive

Departinent, the unit ofthe executive branch that is headed directly by the governor and reserved

for 'purely executive and
administrative'

functions."]). But both the State Constitution and

Matter of Cappelli merely talk about the principles governing appointment to the State's "twenty
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departrñênts".;.neither requires that there be an "Executive Department
"

múch less indicates that

a different set of constitutional rules applies if one of those departments is so labeled, or s

headed directly by the Governor. indeed, in practice entities with both legislative and executive

appoiñtees have been housed within many different state departments including the Executive

Department (see Envir Conser Law § 44-0105[1] [Hudson River Valley Greenway Canimimities

Coun.cil, placed in the Èxecutive Department, consists of members appointed by the Governor

Legipature, select.counties, and the Mayor of the City of New York]; Exee Law § 702[1] [Most

Integrated Setting Coordinating Council, placed in the Executive Department, has members

appointed by both the Governor and Lègislature]).

In sum, I find that New York separation of powers concerns are not controlled by federal

precedent, and.given the history and practice of this State, the limited powers assigned to the

CPC, and the traditional role played by the judiciary in regulating attorney condúct, no facial

violation of separation of powers principles has been brought about by Article 15-a.

The CPC and the State's Civil Depârtment Structure

As initially created in Chapter 202, the Commission was not assigned to one of the

State's departments. To address this. issue, the 2019 amendments placed the Commi«ion within

the "Executive
Department"

pud.Law §. 499-a), Plaintiffs argue that this "superficial change did

not cure the
pr0blem."

and that the statute as amended violates the requirement in Article V,

Section 2 of the State Constitution that "[t]here shall be not more than twenty civil departments

in the state
government"

(see Pl MOL 35). .Specifically, plaintiffs maintain that because the

Commission "remains unaccountable to any civil department head, the Governor, or any other

superior authority within the éxecutive branch, it centravenes the structure and purpose of the

civil department
system"

(id at 36).
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Defendant contends that the purely cosmetic task of.announcing the placentent of a body

within.one of the twenty departments is"absolutely .. , all [that is]
required"

to comply with

Article V, Section 2, while speculating that such placement is not meaningless, since it "may

have implications foi all hiaüñér of administrative and budgetary aspects of the operation of that

branch in terms of who they.go to for getting allocations from the state's. budget and how they go

about appointing various individuals who may work as employees of CPC and so
forth"

(Tr 52).

This argument presents troubling questions regarding the implementation of the

constitutional requirements of this.s.ection. It is clear, on the one hand, that the enactment of this

constitutional.provision was not intended merely to require the inclusion of a meaningless

reference to some..department in the text of legislation, but rather was directed at streamHning

state government through reducing the then-existing "miscellaneous collection of 187 offices,

boards,.commbions and other agencies .., independent of one another and most ... subject to no

direct and effective supervision by a superior
authority"

into a consòlidated set of departments

(see Matter of Capellis, 167 Misc 2d at 227-228). On the other hand, it is equálly clear that the

practice.of complying with the resulting constitutional language by merely
"labeling"

a

commission or.board as being housed within a particular department, notwithstanding that it is

run by its own board, is entirely
commonplace20

(see e.g. Exec Law § 94 [placing Joint

Commission on Public Ethics in the Department of State although run by board appciñted by

Legislature, Governor, Attorney General and Comptroller]; Work Comp Law §§ 76 & 77

[continuing State Insurance.Fund within the Department of Labor, subject to board.appointed by

Governor, including upon recommendation of various legislative leaders and outside groups]; see

2
Another means used to avoid the limitation, apparently commer at one time, was to create löngstanding

but ostensibly
"temporary" bodies, which are exempt from the t¿thii.to twenty dephitracrits (see McCardle v

Curran,.74 Misc 2d 163 [Sup Ct, Albany County 1973].
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also supra.p 3:5).

As Matter of Gapelli makes clear,.however, while the purpose of the amendments to

Article V was to con§elidate.the far flung state agencies into a limited number pf departments, it

gave "the Legislature the responsibility to devise the precise details of the new
scheme"

(167

Misc 2d at 230). Over time, the Legislature has interpreted that provision loos.ely, to allow for

the creation of new boards essentiâIly independent of the departments where lthey are housed.

Not a single case has struck down the creation of a body as outside the limitations of Article V,

Section 2, and to do so would involve the Courts in the particularly inappropriate task of

monitoring the structure of State government, either abolishing non-confirniing boards or

requiring that they have some kind of nòn-cosinetic relationship with the department where they

have been placed. Given the historical record, and the dearth of any legal authority for this far-

reaching alternative, I cannot say that the statute violates Article V, Sectiòn 2 ( see id at 232

[looking at prior decades of practice in determining approprinte construction of Article V,

Section 4])

VL Article 15-a and Powers of the Chief Judge

Plaintiffs argue that the powers of the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals are linlited by

the State Constitution, and do not eñcpfnpass the authority granted the Chief Judge by Article 15-

a to make niember appointments to the CPC (PI NIOL 36).. This argument, however, runs

contrary to.the constitutional provisions governing the powers and duties of the Chief Judge,.and

ihose which grant the Legislature authority to regulate the court system.

Pürsüant to Article VI, Section.28(a) of the Constitution, the Chief Judge of the Court of

Appeals is "chief judge of the state.of New tork..and shall be the chief judicial officer of the

unified court
system."

Section VI, Section 28(b) further provides for the ap.pointment of a chief
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adininistrator, through whom the Chief Judge is respönsible for the supervision ahd the

adrninierntion and operation of that system (see Corkum.v Bartlett, 46 NY2d 424, 428-429

[1979] [citing Article VI, Section 28[b] and finding that ad rninistrative powers of the Chief

Judgeover the unified court system "are Mmplete"]). This constitutioñal grant of admin trative

power "is not to be read in [a] hyperrestrictive
manner"

(id. at 430).

This authority, however, is subject to Article VI, Section 30 of the Coñstitution, which

provides that the Legislature has the same authority to.regulate the jurisdiction of the courts as.it

did prior to the enactment of the current Constitution, as well as to regulate their practice and

procedure (Bloom v Crosäon, I83 AD2d 341, 344 [3d Dept 1992], affd 82.NY2d 768 [1993 ] ; see

also Cohn v Borchard 25 NY2d 237, 247 [1969] ["authority to regulate practice and procedure

in the courts lies principally with the Legislature"])s Thus, under New York's "constitutional

scheme, the authority to regulate the-courts is split between the Legislatùre and the Chief
Judge"

(Bloom, ]83 AD2d at 344).

Pursuant to this authority, the Legislature may vest the judiciary with new powers that are

reasonably incidental to the performance ofjudicial
duties"

(In re Richardson 27 NY 401, 410.

[1928].[Cardozo, C.J.]). This standard applies specifically to a statute vesting judges with the

power of appointment (see id. at.4I8]).

Richardson derived this standard from People v Hall (169 NY 184 [1901]), which upheld

a statute authorizing the Appellate Divisiön to appoint Commissioners òf Jurors, Among 6ther

things, Háll noted that the State Constitution of 1846 contained a provision stating that.judges of

the court of appeals andjustices of the supreme court shouldnot exercise.any power of

appointment to public
office;"

but that provision was then emitted from the Constitution of 1870,

and replaced with language barring judges from "hold[ing] any other office or public
trust"

(i4 at
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195). Language materially the same remains in the Constitution today, stating that judges.may

not "hold any other publicCoffice:or trust except an office in relation to.the adn inistration of the

courts"
(see NY Const art VI,. § 20[b][1]); The 19th Century clause precluding judges from

exercising any appointing authority remains absent from the constitutional text,

Hall found that this change in language made -clear that a judge "is no tonger prohibited

absolutely from appointing to public office
"2¹

provided such appointntent is relevant to Court

administration (169 NY at 195). Hall held this to. be true in regard to the appointment before it,

since it "aids the judges in the performance of their judicial f unctions".(id at 196)..

The same principle applies here, The judiciary, and the Chief Judge at its head. has the

"inherent power to address actions which are meant to undermine the truth seeking function of

the judicial system and place in question the integrity of the c0urts. and our system of
justice"

(CDR Creances S.A.S. v Cohen, 23.NY3d 307, 318 [2014]; see also Moxham v Hannigan, 89

AD2d 300 302 [4th Dept 1982] ["it cannot be disputed that a Judge [including the Chief Judge]

has the overriding duty to preserve thel integrity and honor of the judicial system"]). The

Legislature's assignment to the Chief Judge of appointing authority to a Commission tasked with

oversight of misconduct by prosecutors in judicial proceedings is cönsistent with that inherent

power.

Further, the grant of such appointment power to the Chief Judge is neither unusual nor a

departure from prior practice. The Constitution itself tasks the Chief Judge with making

appointments to the Commission ort Judicial Conduct and Commission on Judicial Appointment

(see NY Const art VI, §§ 2 22), and both the Legislature and the Office of Court Administration

in its own rules have given the Chief Judge alipointment authority to boards involved with the

21 Althöugh tlie Courtmade this point specifically in relation to Supreme Court Justices, the same principle
appliss with equal force to.judges ofthe Court of Appeals, including the Chief Judge.
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oversight of the court system (see NY Exec L § 833 [1ndigent Legal Services Board]; NY Legis L

§ 1-1 [1-t] [Advisory Council on Procurement lobbying]; NY Ct Rules, § 137.3 [Fee Dispute

Resolution Program] NY CtRules, § 51 1 [Permaneñt:Commission on Access to Justice]).

In sum, granting the Chief Judge appointments to the Commission does not exceed the

Legislature s authority to give the judiciary the power to make appointments "reasonably

incidental
to"

and in aid of the performance of judicial functions

VIL Conflict with the Anoellate Division?s Role in Attornev Discipline

Plaintiffs also challenge the statute on the ground that it would interfere with what they

characterize as the exclusive authority of the Appellate Division over matters of attorney

discipline, in so far as the CPC has the authority to admonish.and censure attorneys, as well as

reconimend their removal on the basis of violations of attorneytiisciplinary rules Defendant's

argum.ent in this regard is based on Article VI, Section 4(k) of the New York Constitution, 3vhich.

provides as relevant here that "[t]he appellate .divisions of the suprcñic court shall have all the

jurisdiction possessed by them orrthe effective date of this article [i.e. Septernber 1, 1962] and

such additional jurisdiction as may be prescribed by
law."

It is plaintiffs contention that this.

provision locked in the exclusive authority the Appellate Division held over attorney discipline at

that time, and that the..powers granted to the CPC tender the Appellate Divisionis authority in

this area non-exclusive, thereby uncónstitutionally reducing its jurisdiction.(see PL MOL 42

["Article 15-a not only destroys the Appellate Divisiori's exclusive. authority to say what

constitutes.attorney miscanduct, it also impermissibly shrinks the Appellate Division s

jurisdiction (because those claints will no longer be decided by an Appellate Division attorney

22
In n aking this finding, I do not, of course, express any view as to whether the statute will actu.ally

.adyance these goals The point is that given the legislative purpose underlying the creatiorf of the CPC, it was
pennissible to give th.e Chief Judge the authority to make appchrnts thereon.
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grievance cornmittee)*]).

Tö address this argument, I must answer fouf questions (1) whether the jurisdiction of

the Appellate Division.over discipline has been written into the C.onstitution. by the enactment of

Article VI, Section.4(k); (2) whether any such constitutionalized jurisdiction requires that the

Legislature preserve the exclusivity of that authority as a constitutional mandate;.(3) whether such

exclusivity is broad.enough to cover actions that do not impact an individual's law license; such

as the admonition, censure and recorsirwadation of removal which may be issued by the

Commission; and (4) whether the role played by Appellate Division judges set forth in the

statutery scheme sufficiently preserves its.jurisdiction, so as to avoid any constitutional

violation.23

Lanswer the first three questions in the affirmative, and the last in the negative. As a

resulty I find that by this argument plaintiffs have identified a constitutional flaw in the -statute.

The explanation requires some historical background.

As noted supra pp 32-33, the task of overseeing attorney discipline has been the province

of the.judiciary since before NeWYork was
a-State.24

After the Appellate Division was created

following the Constitutional Convention of 1894, in 1912 the Legislature vested it by statute with

the power to "eensure, suspend from practice or remove from office any attorney and counselor

at law admitted to practice as such who is guilty of professional misconduct, malpractice, fraud,.

___ _

23
As dis.cussed in the: following section, no Appellate Division pläys a.role in yeviewing the decisions of the

Commission as such; rather, the statute creates a new appëllate body, consisting õf the four presiding.justlces of the

various Appellate Divisions, which may review the determinations of the.CPC should the prosecutor choose to

appeak To kepp distinct the issues addressed in this section and the next, I vill presulne for purpos.es of the present

discussion that the presiding justices may constin:te the "Appellate División,5 and will leave for later the question -of
whether this contention is in fact, legally sustainable

24
Justich Cardozoc writing prior to enactment of the cònstitdtional clause at issue, noted the question at the

heart 6f the present dispute, b.ut declined to rule on it: vlitther the power may be withdrawn or modified by
statute"

(People ex rel Karliit, 248 NY at 4.77)
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deceit, crinte or misden1eanor, or any conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice along

with other sanqtionable offenses (see In re Robinson, 209 NY 354 355 [1912]). Such authority

was implicitly imported into the State Constitution in 1925, when the Appellate Division was

granted "such oiigiñal or appellate.jurisdiction as is now or may hereafter be prescribed by law",

a change interpreted as 'influ.enced by a desire to preserve the jurisdiction of the Appellate

Divisions as broadly as-it was then
constituted' "

(People vPollenz, 67 NV2d 264 268 [f 986],

citing 9 New York Constitutional Convention of 1938, Problems.Relating to Judicial

Administration and Organization,.at 97 [Poletti.ed ]).

The same intention underlay the amendment to the Constitution creating the present

Section 4(k).. A proposal in 1957 to create a tribunal separate from the Appellate Division was

shelved "for fear that the creation of a separate court with a.new definition of appellate and

original jurisdiction might unwittingly result in the loss.of sonte
jurisdiction"

(id at 268 [ciption

omi††ed]). A second proposal to restrict.the Appellate Division'sjurisdiction to that "provided

by
law"

was rejected as well (id). The result was the current formulation, which was clearly

intended to
"constihitipnalizé"

the then-existing.jurisdiction of the Appellate Division (see

People v Lopez, 6.NY3d 248, 260 [2006]). That.is, section 4(k) "fixed the floor ofthe

jurisdiction of the Appellate.Division as it.existed 0.n neptember 1 1962" (see People v Farrell,

85 NY2d 60, .65 [1995]).

As noted above, this jurisdiction included the power to dis.cipline attorneys. In light of

section 4(k), such authority "can only be limited by constitutional
amendment'

(id at 262 n 2).

Otherwise, the Legislature is barred "from reducing the jûrisdiction of the Appellate Division in

any waf (Pollenz. 67 NY2d at 268)

The Speaker asserts that Section 4(k.) only preserves the.jurisdiction of the Appellate
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Division over appeals from final judgments, and "does not address.the scope of the Appellate

Division's authority over attorney discipline at all" (Def MOL 55). But there is nothing in the

provision that sets forth any such liinitatiòn. To the contrary, the drafters of this provision could

easily have said that the Appellate Division has. "all the appellate
jurisdiction"

that it held at the

time Section 4(k) was enacted;.instead, it preserved "all the
jurisdiction"

held by that Court

except as to. appeals from non,final orders. No exclusion is made for jurisdiction.over discipline,

and defendant points to no caselaw or legislative history which would suggest that it is not

covered by the provision's expansive
language."

To the contrary, Pollenz specifically notes that

"[j]urisdiction is.a word of elastic; diverse, and disparäte
metrnings"

that should not be given a

"narrow
definition"

and that section 4(k) provides generally that the Legislature may not.

"contract"
theeAppellate Division's jurisdiction (id at 269, 270). Thus, I find that the Appellate

Division's authority over attorney discipline was indeed
"constitutionalized,"

As to the.second question raised above, there is no doubt that as ofthe effective date of

the arneñdiitent, the Appellate Division's:jurisdiction to "say what constitutes professional

misconduct"
by members of the bar was exclusive (see Erie County Water Auth.,.304 NY 342,

346 [1952] ["The members of the profession of the Bar in this State are officers of the New York

Supreme Court and the Appellate Division of that court has exclusive jurisdiction to say what

constitutes professional misconduct on their part"] [citing both Judiciary Law § 90[2] and Matter

of Karlin]).

At least until enactment of Article 15-a, the Appellate Division's authority over attorney

*
Defeñdant cites Pollenz for the proposition that the dedslef" 'was intended to render inapplicable the.

general rule.that the right to appellate review is purely
statutory' and to 'prohibit legislative curtailment of Appêllate

Division jurisdiction over appeals from final judgñcs‡ " (Def MOL 56 citing 67 NY2d at 268-269) That:is true
as far as it goes, but Pollenz nowhere inditststhat this is all the language was intended to do or that it does not
address other aspects of the Appellate DivisiorPs jurisdiction. Dakndáñ‡ is also correct that the caselaw addressing
the Appellate Divisiof s exclusive au.thority over dipcipliñe eites to Judiciary Law § 90. But this ignores the fact that
Section 4(k)has been found to "constitutidña(ize" the pre-existing statutory jurisdiction of the Appellate Jurisdiction.
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discipline continued to be recognized exclusive as a matter of law (see Taub v Gommittee on

Professional Standards, Third Judicial Dept , 200 AD2d 74, 77 [3d Dept 1994] ["attorney

misconduct and discipline . . are matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Appellate

Division"].; see also Hill v Committee on Profesäional Standards of the Third Judicial.Dept., 5

AD3d 835, 836-837 [3d. Dept 2004] [petitioner could noi challenge disciplinary investigation in

Supreme Court proceedings, but had to do so in the Appellate Division since the latter cdurt "has

exclusive jurisdiction over the attorney disciplinary process"]).

That.exclusivity is complicated by the fact that trial courts and administrative agencies

are consistently called upon to construe the ethical rules relevant to matters before them, in such

areas as determeing whether an attorney should be disqualified from representing witnesses for

violation of solicitation rules (Rivera v Latiïétuit Medical Center, 73 AD3d 891 †2d Dept 2010]);

whether an attorney has an impermissible conflict of interest because of prior representation (see

Patrolmen's Benevolent Association v New York State Public Employment Relations Board; 175

AD3d 1703 [3d Dept 2019]); and whether an attorney can commüñicate with unrepresented

parties (Niesig v Team I, 76.NY2d 363
[1990]).26

The Second Department addressed this

seeming contradiction in the following language (with citations and internal quotatiort marks

omitted):

"In making a finding as to whether ADAs . ... are violating ethical

rules, [the. trial judge] would not purport to be determining an

application for discipline of those ADAs. Were he to do so, he

clearly would be acting in excess of [his] authorized powers

because only the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court is

authorized to entertain.applications to discipline attorneys guilty of

professional misconduct. That is not toisay though, that the

App.ellate Division of the Supreme Court.is the only pourt.

authorized to consider or make a finding with respect to whether an

...

Each of these cases passed through the Appellate Division,.but the construction.ofthe ethical rules they
raised.had to be performed in the first instance by the trial court or administrative agency.
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attorney has engaged in professional misconduct, Indeed, trial-level

courts often make such
findings"27

(Brown v.Blumenfeld, 89 AD3d

94, 102 n 5 [2d Dept 2011]),

In other words, while.a court or administrative àgcacy may opine on questions of

professional mizbónduct as incident to and necessary to decide matters properly before that

tribunal, the exclusive jurisdiction-of the Appellate Division over attorney..discipline does not

allow any other body to impose sametion as a form of disciphne for professional misconduct, not

ancillary to some question falling otherwise within its jurisdiction. For a body besides the

Appellate Division to do.so would be3 in the words of the Brown Court cited above, "in excess of

[its] authorized
powers"

(id ;see also Matter of Taylor v Adler, 73 AD3d 937 938 J2d Dept

2010], appeal denied 15 NY3d 712 [2010] [ªonly the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court

and not an IAS, special, trid or other term of the Supreme Court has jurisdiction over attorney

disciplinary matters"].).

Nor does defendant's point that violations of ethics rules may be fodder for other legal

actions, such as malpractice suits or criminal prosecutions (Def MOL 57) uridermine the

conclusion that the Appellate Division has ultimate authority for disciplinary matters, since such

cases generally do not require a construction of the Rules of Professional Conduct, and if they do,

it is.ancillary to the underlying proceeding
28

With these principles in mind, I find that such exclusive jurisdiction has been

constitutiqnalized by.section 4(k); In this:regard, I am.not persuaded by the Speaker's assertion

211n Bröwn, the Court found the trial Court acted.in excess:of its jurisdiction in exdeding a videotaped
statement on the ground that it was täken by an ADA in.violation.of the Rules of Professional Responsibility, rather
than applying the appropriate provisions of the Criminal PrGcedüte Lait

28
Aldng the same lines, the Legislatüre may pass sùbsinuve rules governing the practice of law (Furti v

New York Stats Ethics Commn 75 NY2d 59.6,.615 [1990]; see also NY Const art VI, § 30 [noting that Legislature
has powdr to "regulate practice and prócedure in the courts"]). That does not contradict the key point made here
the only.entity that may render decisi6d.on whether a particular attorney has violated the code of professional
conduct in New Ydrk State, and.determine the appropriate sanction, is the Appellate Division.
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that the ameñdments effected by this legislation cause no diminution of the powers of the

Appellate Division in violation of this section, since the Appellate Division retains the same.

power;.only it must share such authority With another government body.. This conclusion.is

suppertód by analogy to caselaw consituing the provisions of the Rome Rule Law that bar the

abolition, transfer or curtailment of a mayor's powers absent referendum (see e.3 Home Rule

Law § 23[fj). In this context, courts have held that.a measure that "diminislies or dividus any

power
enjoyed"

by the mayor violates this provision (Atayor of City of New York v Council of

City of New brk; 1995 WL 478872, *6 [$up Ct,.NY County 1995]), ä[Td 235.AD2d 230 [1st

Dept 1997]rly denied 89 NY2d 815 [1997]; see also Mayor of City ofNew York v Council of

City of New York,.6 Misc 3d 533, 536. [Sup Ct, NY County 2004] [under such provision "an

elected official may not be required to share his or her statutory power with other officials"]).

Indeed, the 1995 litigation between the Mayor and City Council of the City of New York

is remarkably on point with many of the matters in the present dispute, At issue was whether the

City Council could enact Legislation to create an Independent Police Investigation Isoard with

responsibilities to investigate po.lice corruption that.oveilapped With those of the New York City

Police Commissioner. Although the City Council argued(like defendant here) that this was a

mere "advisory body, devoid of any policy making powers (Mayor ofthe City of New Yoric, 1995

WL 478872, at *5), the Court nevertheless found that the powers of the new body "contpête[d]

with the right and obligation of the Mayor, through his àppointeess to act so as to ensure the

effectiveness and integrity bf the Police
Department"

(id. at *6). laparticular, the.Court found

that the "explicit retention by the Police Commissioner of his powers to investigate and

discipline do not make the Board's intrusion into the management of the Police Departntent's

affairs any less offensive,"
since it created a "[d]ivision of oi·

sharing of powers formerly residing
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in one . .
body"

and thus constituted "as much a curtailment of those powers as . . . an outright

transfer"
(id);

This is precisely what happeñs in regard to the Appellate Division s authority over the

.discipline of prosecutors under the present legislation The Appellate Division presently has

ëxclusive jurisdiction over attòrney discipliñê, including the ability to issue "public
censures"

of

attorneys who violate the.disciplinary rules. Article 15-a would create a.parallel body, which

would have the same power to determine whether there have been violations of the Rules of

Professipnal Responsibility, and to impose censure for such violations. Indeed, under the law as

enacted the conduct could be referred to both the disciplinary committee of Appellate Division

and the CPC, with the former determining no violation had occurred, and the latter censuring the

prosecutor. It is hard to see how this does not reduce the jurisdiction of the Appellate Division to

pronounce on such questions. .As the Mayor of the City of New York case mak.es clear, the

creatiõn of such overlapping.and potentially conflicting authórity dimmkhes the jurisdiction of

the Appellate Division, in violation of Article.VI, Section 4(k) of the State Constitution,

Defendant suggests that.since none of the Commission s available sanctions can impact a.

prosecutor s läw license, the CPC's work does not intersect with that p.erformed by the Appellate

Division.. By this logic, since all the CPC's sanctions essentially involve nothing more than the

Commission expressing an opinion about the conduct at issue, it no more interferes with the

exclusive authority of the Appellate Division than does any other government official in

expressing his or her viewpoint about a lawyer's conduct (see Tr 24 ["the censure and

admonkhment that we have in the statute are effectively .critiques of the work of the ADA,

thefre not someone taking over that job [of the Appellate Division in disciplining attorneys]).

But that.is nót all that the CPC.does; it makes an.official finding as to whether particular
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. . .
misconduct runs afoul of the disciplinary rules; and iispuscs a specific kind of discipline - public

censure - which is among the sanctions at the Appellate Division's disposal (sée Judiciary Law §

90[2] [listing "public
censure"

among outcomes which may be imposed in attorney guilty of

disciplinary violations]). In this way, the Commission conflicts with the principle that "the four

Appellate Divisions of that Court shall have exclusive jurisdiction in their respective Judicial

Departracnts to:say what constitutes professional
inisconduct"

(see Midner v Gulåttae405 F Supp

182, 289 [ED NY 1975]; see also Taub, 200 AD2d at 274 [Supreme Court lacked subject matter

jurisdiction to.rule in declaratory judgmêñt action as to whether Appellate Division's Committee

on Professional Standards correctly found attorney had violated rules of professional conduct,

"[i]nasmuch as attorney misconduct and discipline therefor are matters within the exclusive

jurisdiction of the Appellate
Division"]).29

Specifically, the problem is that.the Commission does

in regard tò the Rules of Professional Responsibility exactly what the Appellate Division is

tasked with doing: it determines whether a violation has occurred, and imposes sanction thereon,

Defendánt also argues that the CPC does not interfere with the Appellate Division's

exclusive authority over discipline since the Appellate Division judges.may hear appeals from

the CPC's determinations, and thus "their role under Article 15-A.is consistent with their

oversight of attorney professional ethics more
generally" (DefMOL 58). That argument is

unpersuasive for two reasons.. First, Article 15 a allows for the Commiwon's deterinination to

become final if not appealed by the prosecutor -which appeal the pro.secutor may well forego,

since it potentially subjects him. or her to a worse consequence (see Jud Law § 499-f). If this

pecurs, the process set forth in the statute contemplates that the Commission can issue final

determinations construingthe rules of attorney ethics and imposing sanction without any

29 Taub found the Cdurt could rule on whether the discip!ipmWas conspthti. nel under the First Aniendiñent,.
but that is an entirely different qüqstiqq.
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involvement by the Appellate Division or the judges thereof at all This is not, in.short, a case

where the.Commissioñ is engaging in fact-finding, but leaves the.ultimate determination to the

Appellate Division. Rather, the Commission has the ability to issue a final ruling on whether or

not an attorney has violated the Rules of Professional Conduct, and to sanction that attorney with

one of the very consequences which the Appellate Divisipn has at its disposal.

Seconde this argument elides the fact that it is not the Appellate Divisions at all who hear

appeals under the statute, but the.presiding justice of each Appellate Division, acting together as

a newly formed appellate tribunal. As a result, the provisions for appellate review set forth in

Article 15-a cannot cure the conflict with the Appellate Divisioif s authority tilat the

establishment of the CPC creates. In addition, that structure suffers.from its own constitutional

defects, as discussed in the next section.

VIII. The Role of the Aooellate Division Presiding Justices

Under Article 15-a, when the CPC determines that a prosecutor should be admonished or

censured, or when it recommends removal, the prosecutor may seek judicial review by making a

written request - not to the Appellate Division within which his or her district attorney's office is

located -- but instead to the "presiding
justice.s"

of all four depártments comprising the Appelláte

Division (Jud. Law § 499-f[7]). The presiding justices then engage in a de novo review of the

CPC's findings.of fact and conclusions of law and.either "accept or reject the determined

sanction; impose a different sanction including admonition or censure, recommend removal or

retirement . . . or impose no sanction (ide§ 400-f[8]). The statute further provides that "the.

presiding justices may suspend a prosecutor from exercising the powers of his qr her office while

there is a pending determination by the comn insion for his or her removal or retiremêñt, or while

As described infra, eyen after such:a final deternyinatihn,.the matter may still - and iri some instances
must be - referred to the Appellate Division in any case, which can produce cGritradictory results.
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he or she is charged in this state with a felony by an indictnient or an information filed pursuant

to section six of article one of the [state]
constitution"

(id. § 499-f[9][a]).

The constitutionality of these provisions inust be assessed against the backdrop of the

overall constitutional structure of the Appellate Division. Under Section 4.öf Article VI, the

State is divided into four judicial departments.(NY Const, art. 6, § 4[a]). Each department

consists of a set number of justices appointed by the Governor; who also appoints a presiding

justice in each department (id. § 4[b], [c]) The Constitution provides for only one instance in

which the Appellate Division presiding justices may meet as a body: for the purpose of re-

assigning eases when one department is unable to dispose of its.business within a reasonable

time (see id § 4[g]).

A Justice of the Appellate Division cannot serve in the capacity of an appellate judge

outside of the department that he or she was appointed to, unless "tempatarily tassigned by the

presiding justice of his or her department to the appellate division in another judicial department

upon agreement by the presiding justices of the appellate division of the departments
concerned''

(id. § 4 [h]) Furthermore, an Appellate Division Justice is not permitted, within the department

to which he or -she was .appointed, to "exercise any of the powers of a justice of the supreme

court, other than those of a justice out of court, and those pertaining to the appellate division

[with certain limited exceptions
J"

(id. §
4[j]).3t

The four Appellate.Divisions have jurisdiction over appeals from final judgments or

orders. within their respective departments (ld. § 4[k]). In addition, as.noted "the appellate

divisions of the supreme court shall have all the jüásdiction possessed by them on the.effective

The Constitution,.however, expressly provides that a justice %vheri not actually engaged in perforrning
the..duties of such appellate justice in the department to which he or she is designated, niayhold any term of the
;ùpreñïo court and exercise any ofthe powers of a justice of the supreme court in any jud.icial district in any Other
department otthe state" (NY Const, art.VIc§ 4 [j]).
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date of this article [September 1, 1962.] and such additiondl jurisdiction as: may be prescribed by

law
,32

The Speaker relies on this last clause to argue that the Legislature had the constitutional

authority to create jurisdiction in the presiding justice.s to hear appeals from C.PC (see Tr at 62),

But the Constitution permits the Legislature to expand the authority of the "appellate
divisions,"

the plural clearly referring to the four departrnents
33 Néither one nor all four of the presiding

justices constitutes the "appellate division", which, under the Constitution, is no less than seven

justices in the first and second department and five justices in the third and fourth departntents

(NY Const, art VI, § 4[b], [e]). Moreover,.in each of the departments, the Appellate Division,

when deciding an appeal, shall have not more than five nor -less than four of the departmen s

justices sitting on any case (id. 4[b]).

there Is nothing in the Constitution which would allow the Legislature to cobble together

particular judges from each Appellate Division and vest this new body with jurisdiction nowhere

provided for in the Constitution itself Indeed, the only means whereby a justice, including a

presiding justice, can serve in an appellate capapity in a department outside of where he or she

was appointed is spelled out in the Constitution: upon an agreement reached by the presiding

justices of the respective departments (/d. § 4[h]). To the extent one might argue that, under

32
To the extent:the Legisl@_1re has the power to regulate the jurisdiction and proceedings of couds in law

and in equity under Article VI, Section 3.0 of the Constitution, such power, pursuant to the Constitution, may only be
utilized "as.herctef0cc exercised [which] did not include the power to revoke or liniit jurisdiction when the
Constitutiòn had othenvise provided"

(Application of Chin;.41%tisd2d 641, 649]Sup Ct, Westchester County
1963] ; see als0 Rigläñder v Star Co., 98 AD 101, 105 [1st Dept 1904], affU 181 NY 531 [T90 ] FThe courts.are.not
the puppets of the Lègislãtüre. They are an indepcidéñt branclY of the government, as necessary and powerful in their
sphere as either of.the: other great divisioris"]).

3 At oral argument, defendant.suggested that the pluial.could refer to all of the Appellath D.ivision justices,
or to the Coitrt as a body(Tr at 61). If thatis the case it is unclear why the reference should not be to the "justices"

rather than "divisions." M.oreover the Speaker's position at oral argúiüêiñthat the presiding.justices could fall
withh1 the definition of "Appe.!!ate Division" is contradicted by his own earlier su½!ssion, which denied that he was

advancing any such construction (seeÐef Reply MOL 3 ["Article 15-A does not call for action by the Appelláte
Division"]).
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Atticle 15-a, the presiding justices are not acting in an àppellate capacity, the Constitution bars

them from serving as a supreme courtjustice in any other capacity, except in limited

circumstances not applicable here (id. § 4[j]).

The.statute's creation of an appellate body consisting solely of the presiding justices,

heretofore unknown. in New fork law and not tasked with appellate. authority by the New tork

State Constitution, is not a iners technical defect, but one with bróad imp.lications for the court

system and the authority of the Legislature, and which would create overlapping, duplicative and

contradictory processes. That is particularly the case given the authority of the Appellate

Divisions - which the statute leaves indict - to oversee the same attorney disciplinary rules which

the presiding justices would be called upon to construe as part of their authority under Article 15--

a.

Consider the following: wheñever a prosecutor is found by the Commission to have

violated New York's Rules of Professional Conduct, the prosecutor will have the option to

appeal to the presidirig justices. At the same time, there niay be - Arid in many öases musi be - a

referral to the Appellate Division disciplinary process.(yee Jud Law § 499-f[1Q] ["If during the

course of or after an investigation or hearing, the commission determines that the complkint or

any allegation thereof warrants action . .. within the powers of . . . (b) and appellate division of

the supreme court . . . the commission shall.reér such complaint or the appropriate allegations

thereof and any evidence or material related.thereto to such person, agency or court for such

action as may be deemed proper or
necessaiy"])."

These two judicial bodies, with overlapping

Even if this could be read as not requiriiig.a disciplinety report in a particular case, once a.finding of a

disciplinary violation arrives orrthe desk df the presiding justice, a nfahdatory report might be warranted (see 22
NYCRR §100.3[D][2] ["A judge who receives infármation indicating a suhi:tñnfing likelihdod that a lawyer has.

camiriitted a substantial vinisticii of the Rules of Professional Cunduct (22 NYCRR Part l 200) shall take appropriate
action"]).
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jurisdiction (and potentially overlapping composition, as a presMing justice could sit on both.

panels), will then decide the same matter, with potentially conflicting results (see Tr 70271

[acknowledgment by defendant that results of Appellate Division and presiding justices may

conflict]). Moreover, in the case of a disciplinary referral, the prosecutor may appeal to the Court

of Appeals (see Judiciary Law § 90[8j), which route is not available from a determination of the

new presiding justices panel that the statute would create. Thus the panel of presiding justices

may reach a decision that may be in conflict with the Court of Appeals. Altematively, the

determination of the presiding justices could be held to have res judicata effect On the Appellate

Division's disciplinary committee, thereby precluding it from rendering an original decision.in a

matter within its jurisdiction (see Tr.at 81). in short, creating an entirely separate avenue of

appellate review from that created by the Constitution, is both impermissiblë under, and ininiical

to, the constitutional framework

inhis post-argument submi ion, the Speaker points to several additional constitutional

provisions which he avers, allow for the structure created here. He cites language in Article VI,

Section 20(b.), which provides an et-p¾ption from the general bar against judges accepting any

public office or trust for "an office in relation to the.administration of the
courts"

(see
Plaintiffs'

P.ost-Argument Letter of 12/11/19 ["Pl Post-Arg Ltr"] 1). The statute at issue here gives

presiding justices the role of hearing appeals and issuing rulings, which functions have never

been understood as
"administrative"

tasks. In any event, this provision cannot be read as

allowing a..separate and parallel appellate process from that specifically created in the

Speaker Heastie contends that argn:nents about the potentis!!y conflicting outcornes fostered by the new
rule reflect a rnere "policy disagreernentsnot.a cotwtitutieñal challenge".(Def Reply MOL 24). But as set forth

above, the creation of a new presiding justice panel is contrary to the specific structure of the Appé|late Division
provided for under Article VI, which is intcñded to be exclusive. The point of the above. illustration is to show that
the violation is not a mere technical defect, but one with significant consequences for attorn.ey discipline and .the
ene± t::4:2] process for appellate review;
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Constitution under the guise of administrative work.

Defendant also contends.that the creation of the "presiding justices
panel"

is pumissible

under Article VI, Section 3.0, which in relevant part recognizes that the Legislature has "the sarne

power to alter and regulate the jurisdiction and proceedings in law and in.equity that it has

heretofore
exercised."

This allows the Legislature, for example to grant courts of limited

jurisdiction concurrent jurisdiction over matters assigned to Supreme Court (see Motor Veh

Mfrs. Assn. of uS. v State ofNew Yorks.75 NY2d 175, 184 [1990]) But the long-recognized

authority to grant concurrent jurisdiction with the Supreme Coat does not permit the creation of

a new judicial body with judges of the Appellate Division whose role is.constitutionahy defined,

and which is nowhere provided for in the constitutional provisions governing the Appellate

Division (see People v Correa, 15 NY3d.213, 229 [2010] [power to vest concurrent jurisdiction

in other courts. does not allow for any limitation on Supreme Court jurisdiction])

In addition.to this structural defect, the appellate process created by the statute suffers

from two additional constitutional flaws. First, the presiding justices of Appellate Division, like

any judges, cannot bendirected by the Legislature to issue a determination that is notjudicial in

nature, meaning a pronoüñceinent that "ends in nothing, that.establisites no right and prevents no

wrong, either directly or
indirectly("

such as an advisory opinion (In re Davies, 168 NY 89, 104-

105 [1901]; see also New York Pub, Interest Research Group y Carey, 42 NY2d 527, 529-530

[1977] [advisory opinions are not part of the Judiciary's function]). That is exactly what the

statute would have the presiding justices du in certain instances here - issue a
"recommendation"

regarding removal, which the Governor may adopt or ignore; in his or her sole discretion. This is

______...

In his post-argument.letter, the Speaker states that the presiding.justices are engaging in "tracHrinnal
appellate duties relating to attomey

discipline" (Def Post-Arg Ltr 2). But if that is the case, It-is unclear what

authority the Legislature had.in this instance to assign such a trestip appellate role away from the Appellate
Division to a new configuration of appellate justices.
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clearly outside the bounds of a judge's purview. In.this regard, it is worth quoting and length the

words of then-Chief Judge Cardozo, in holding unnöñstitutional a statute that placed.upon judges

the task of conducting an investigative proceeding whose purpose was to inform the Governor's

determination as to whether to exercise the statutory power of removal:

"We think. there has been an attempt by [the statute at issue], to

charge.a justice of the Supreme Court with the niandatòry

performance of duties non-judicial. He is made the delegate of the

Governor in aid of.an executive act, the removal of a public officer.

At the word of command he is to give over the work of judging,

and set hiinself to other work, the work of probing and advising..

His findings when made will have none ohhe authority of a.

.judgment. To borrow Bacon's phrase, they will not 'give the rule or
sentence."

They will nòt be preliminary of ancillary to any rule or

sentence to be pronounced by the judiciary in any of its brandhes..

They will be mere advice to the Governor,.who may adopt them, or

modify;them, or reject them
altogether"

(In re Richardson, 247 NY at 410.[citation omitted and emphsisis added]; ree also id. at 41I

JJudges are "not adjuncts or advisers ... . of other agencies of government [and t]heir

pronouncements are not subject to review by Governor or Legislature"]).

There is simply no way to squáre the contours of the judicial role described inRichardson

with the advisory function vested in the presid.ing justices by the statute in this case. The role

found impermissible in that case is precisely the task given the presiding justices herenadvising

the Governor on whether or not tõ remove a public official.

Defendant contends that this advisory role is no different from.others assigned to the

judiciary, In particulai they cite CPL .§§ 190.85 and 190.90, which grant:courts the authority to

review grand jury reports.(see Def MOL 55 n 34). But that statute requires a justice to review the

report to "ensure that [it] is based on the credible admissible evidence presented to the Grand

Jury and that it provides statutory procedural protections to identified and identifiable
persons" -

matters entailing legal determinations within the classic functions of the judiciary.(seeMatter of
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Green v Giuliani 187 Misc (2d 138, 144 [Sup Ct, NT Cty 2000]).

Defendant's reliance on Matter of Green as penniiGng the sort of judicial

regoñim ñdation provided for by the statute here is also misplaced. In that case, the trial court

upheld the constitutionality of NYC City Charter § 110.9, which allowed a judge to preside over a

süñüüary judicial inquiry into the alleged violation or neglect of duty by a New York City

official, involving the taking -of transcribed testimony. The Court found this to.be a lawful

exercise of the judicial function because the Court's role entails such standard judicial functions

as presiding over an adversary proceeding, taking testimony and "ruling.as to relevancy and

reliability under customary rules of
evidence"

(id at 145).

That is not what is involved here. Under Article 15-a the presiding justices (or the

Appellate Division under
plaintiffs'

proposed reconfiguration of the language described.below)

issues an.advisory deterrnirmt on on removal, which has no binding effect, and as to which the

law provides no standards or rules on which such a determiñation is to be based. This falls

outside the kind of judicial role upheld in Matter of Green, and falls squarely in the realm of an

advisory opinion of the sort banned in.Matter of Richardson.

Further, plaintiffs are also correct that giving the Appellate Division judges the power to

suspend prosecutors "while there is pending a determination by the commission for his or her

removal or
retirement"

and in.certain other circumstances, is outside their constitutional role

within the separation of powers framework.

The statute would allow these judges to determine, on a temporary basis, whether elected

District Attorneys can be temporarily removed from elective
office37

(see Jud Law § 499-f[9][a])

The ibn may re.cr·==ýthat a "prpsecuter"should be removed, and the Governor may make a

de novo deterrnimtlento this effect, the reiñóyal process applies to ADÀs, as well-as DA.s. As a resuN, under the
statute the ápp‡ata Division may suspend ari ADA "panding a)étemiiñation by the commission for his or her
reniev 1or retirement." At oral arguiñêiit counsel for defendan.t too.k the position that the Governor cannot actually
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The Speaker argues that this responsibility is no different from that assigned to the AppeÚate

Division in regard to attorney discipline generally, under which it can suspend a District Attorney

from the practice oflaw. This would compël the DA's reignation as an ancillary consequence,

triggering the constitutional and statutory provisions for replacement (see Def MOL 24; Matter

of Oirry, supra [DA must be licensed to practice lawl). But here, the presiding justices would

notbe rnaking a determination well within the
courts'

purviev regarding an individual's law

license; rather, they could - without the application of any apparent standards - rule that an

elected official can no longer act in the capacity to which he or she was chosen by the voters.

The temporary nature of the.suspension (see Tr 86) would create a circumstance unknown to

New York law: an elected official who cannot function in his or her official capacity but reninihs

in office, without any provision made for how he or she might return, and what would happpn in

the interim indeed, since there is no time frame on when the Governor would need to decide

ön any recommchdation for removal (and the Constitution does not provide one), the Appellate

Divis.ion's suspension ruling would be indefinite.

The C.onstitution specifically delineates the pröces.s for remöval of elected.officials, and

vests the authority to remove a DA in the Governor (NY Const art XIII, § 13). Granting

authority to do so temporarily to the judiciary appears to directly conflict with the Governor's

remove an ADA, but merely dc‡ctmjñê that he or she "should" be removed, which the Govemor may enforce through
his c tintonal power to remove the DA (Tr 19-20) It is unclear under that construction what would.happen to an
ADA suspended under these provisions, since the Governor himself would only be issuing a rec -atipn as to
the outconte. Since the parties' briefs do not address the process by which the Governor may determine that an ADA
should be rentoved - and the.cedcòmitant ability of the presiding justices to suspend an ADA - I will not consider it
here.

The Legislature has in.the past enacted statutes to deal with temporary absqnce of DAs in emergent
circumstances through the.temporary ¼pgnation of an ADA to act in the Des stead.(see People v Lester, 267 AD
537 [1944] [upholding const in=!hy of law allowing:ADA to act in DA's stead while he is serving in military
during Second World War]). In contrast,1 can find no cirçpmstewe where the Legislature provided for the

tymporary removal of a duly elected officer for an indeterminate period - by fomeone other than the.constitutional
official who has the authority to.remove that individual from office permanently.
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jurisdiction in this regard (see Matter ofSchumer, .60 NY2d at 54 ["a District Attorney ... . is a

constitutimial officer chosca by the electorate .. . . whose removal by a court [from a particular

case] implicates separation -of powers considerations"1). Granting the presiding justices the

authority to take.such a step with no end date and no provision for how the DA s responsibilities

will be carried out in the meantime is at odds With the Constitution's provision for elected county

pros.ecutors. As a result, the suspeñslen provisions of the statute are not consistent with the

constitutional roles of the judiciary or with Article XIII, Section 13 of the State Constitution.

1 Severability

.As set forth at length above, I find that granting authority to the CPC to issue nal

determinations (albeit subject to- possible appeal) to impose discipline on attorneys for vidlations

of the Rules of Professional Conduct, as provided for under Jud Law § 499-a and 499-f(1)

violates Article VI, section 4(k) of the New York State Constitution in that it limits the exclusive

jurisdiction granted the Appellate Division.over such mattei·s. I further find that Jud Law §

499(ff(.7)
-

(9) of Article 15-a violates Articles VI and XIII.of the New Ÿork State Constitution in

that it vests in the presiding justices of the Appellate Division with authority nowhere set forth in

the Constitution to. review CPC determinations, suspend prosecutors, and recommend removal of

prosecutors to the Governor.

In light of these rulings, I must consider whether the statute may be saved by severing the

offending provisions, as defendant has suggested (see Tr 68). The statute contains a severability

provision, stating that if "any part or provision of this act is adjudged by a court of competent

jurisdiction to be unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such judgment shall not affect or impair

any other part or provision of this act, but shall be confined in its.operation to such part or

provisio (Ch 202 of the Laws of 2018, § 2)
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The test for severability of portions of a statute is "whether the Legislature would have

wished the statute to be enforced with the invalid part rescinded, or rejected
altqgether"

(People v

On Sight Mobile Opticians, 24 NY3d 1107, 1109 [2014] [internal quotation and citation

omitted]). I therefore must determine if the above provisions found unconstitutional are "at the

'core'
of the statute and interwoven inextricably through the entire regulatory

scheme"
(id..

[internal quotation omitted]).

There is no doubt that the Legislature intended för the judiciary branch to play a

significant role. in evaluating whether a prosecutor's alleged misconduct impinges on the integrity

of a district attorney s office. Indeed, the Legislature detennined that use of the judiciary branch

was.so integral to the review of alleged prosecutorial misconduct, that when an appeal was taken,

it withheld the power to admonish or censure a prosecutor from the CPC and placed it solely in

the control of the presiding justices under de novo review, unless an appeal was not sought.by the

prosecutor (see Jud Law § 499-f[7]-[8]). Without the use of the presiding justices for the

planned appeal process, prosecutors would be left with no mechanism to challenge. the findings

of the CPC, except in the context of removal and retirement, which would be presented to the

Governor (id. § 499-f[8]). Indeed, the
sponsors'

mentorandum in support of the Chapter

Amendment noted that one purpose thereof was to "delegate more authority to the presiding

justices of the Appellate
Divisions" (Mem in S.upp, Ch 23 of the Laws of 2019, Justification

Section).

Based.on the plain intent of the Legislature, I nnd that the attempt.to use the Judiüiary

branch, through reference to the presiding justices of the Appellate Divisions to be at the core of

the statute and so interwoven that my ruling herein essentially removes pro.visions.at the heart of

the legislation. For these reasons, I And that these provisions of Article 15-a cannot be severed
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In a post-argument letter, defendant proposes an.alternative outcome for the Court to

"sever"
the offending language by striking the first four words each time the phrase "the

presiding justices of the appellate
division"

appears in the statute, cleverly leaving behind the.

term "the appellate
division"

so as to make the avenue of appeal froni CPC decisions the

Appellate Division
itself3°

(see Def Po.st:Arg Ltr 2). This I canngt do.. The Court of Appeals has

made clear that "[t]he doctrine of separation of governinental powers. prevents a court from

rewriting a legislative enactment through the creative use of a severability clause when the result

is incompatible with the language of the
statute"

(People v Marquan 24 NY3d 1, 10 [2014]; see

also Free Enterprise Fund, 561 OS at 510 [while the Courtmight."blue
pencil"

enough.of the

statute to renderit constitptional, "such editorial freedom . . . belongs to the Legiqatpre, not the

Judiciary"]). The Court's language precisely characterizes what defendant is asking for here, and

it is therefore impermissible.

In any event,
"severing"

the role of the presiding justices would not cure the other defects

in the statute, and in particular the role assigned the CPC in issuing determinations on the Rules

of Professional Conduct Given my ruling barring the CPC from making such pronouncements

under the statute as currently structured, this ruling would fimdamentally alter the scope of the

Commission's jurisdiction, Thus, this aspect of my decision cannot be severed, as it is

address.ed to a matter "interwoven inextricably through the entire [statutory]
schemf'

(s.ee Matter

ofNew York State $uperfund Coalition v New York State Dept. of Envtl. Conservation 75 NY2d

88, 94 [1989]). If there are to be adjustinents to the legislation to render it coñptitutional, the

appropriate entity to engage in that process is the Legislature, not the courts

By way of example, defendant would have me "sever" - that is, excise - the words "the presiding
justices of" from the phrase "the pré-idizig justices of the 6p é"-t division shall review the.commi on's findings of
fact and conchtsions.of law"in Section 499-f, thereby making the Appelláte Division the entity that would perform
such review,
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The parties and amici in this case has presented forceful arguments about the important

policy concerns underlying the dispute at issue.
Plaintiffs'

assert that.the creation of the CPC

will interfere with and.chill the iñdependent operation of district attorneys, while defendant and

amici believe that the CPC is an essential tool to correct a disciplinary process for prosecutors

they view as deficient, and to thereby prevent future prosecutorial abuses of.the kind that have

led to the conviction of innocent defendants.

As weighty as these concerns are, the question before me at present is simply whether

plaintiffs have shown that the legislative enactment of Article 15-a, clothed as it is with the

presumption of constitutionality; is on its face is inconsistént with the provisions of the New

York State Constitution,

As explained at length above, I find that while plaintiffs have failed to make.such a.

showing as to a number of their arguments, they have demonstrated that the.role given by the

statute to the.presiding justices of the Appellate Division is not permitted under New York's

constitutional frameworkcand that the Commission in its presently defined capacity interferess

with and thereby diminishes the Appellate Division s constitutional and exclusive jurisdiction

over attorney discipline, Moreover, as these aspects of Article 15-a are central to the operation of

the statute, they cannot be fixed through severance of the offending provisions.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, it is hereby

ORDERED that the crossAmotion of defendant Speaker Heastie is denied; and it is

further

ORDERED that
plaintiffs'

motion for summary judgment declaring. Article 15-a of the

Judiciary Law unconstitutional, and permanently enjoining the State from implementing the
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provisions of such statute including the formation of the State Gommission of Prosecutorial

Conduct, is..granted; and it is further

ORDERED AND DECLARED that ecrtnin statutory provisions of Article 15-a of the

Judiciary Law violate the New York State Constitution, as set forth above.

This shall constitute the.Decision & Order of the Court. This Decision & Order is being

electronically filed with the County Clerk, with copies being simultaneously electronically

provided.to pl aintiff and defendant's counsel through the New York. State Courts.Electronic

Filing ("NYSCEF") system. The signing of this Decision and Order and electronic filing with

the County Clerk shall not constitute notice.òf entry under CPER 5513, and the parties are not

relieved from the.applicable provisions of that R.ule respecting tö filing and service of Notice of

Entry

ENTER

Dated: January 28, 2020

Albany, New York ..

ITavid A Weinstein

Acting Supreme Court Justice

Papers Considered:

1. NYSCEF Document Nos. 73-76
(151aintiffs'

moving papers).

2. NYSCEF Document Nos. 80-98 (Ddendhats opposition.and cross-moving

papers),

3. NYSCEF Document Nos. 104, 110, 119.(Amici Curiae MOLs).

4.. NYSCEF Document Nos. 115-116
(Plaintiffs'

ppposition/reply papers).

5. NYSCEF Document No..124 (Defendants reply papers).

6. Oral Argument Transcript.
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7. NYSCEF. Document Nos. 126-128 (Post-Argument letters).
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